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Bilingual Radio Play
Looks at War in Iraq
TINA MACDONALD
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
Six Trinity students crowded
into the WRTC recording studio
to broadcast a bilingual and very
important message to Trinity and
the surrounding community last
Wednesday night. They did so in
a very original way, performing a
powerful reading of the play "El
Soldado Razo," translated into
English as "The Common
Soldier." It was written in 1971
by the Teatro Campesino, a the-
ater troupe built out of the
Chicano movement in the south-
western United States during the
"The Latino community has
been targeted and aggressively
recruited for the armed services
since Vietnam, and continues to
be so today," said Chris Moore
'06, who spearheaded the project.
"This was a way of showing our
support to the Latino community
of Hartford, offering them an
alternative message to the Army's
rhetoric."
In urban areas such as
Hartford, military recruiters tar-
get mainly Black and Latino pop-
ulations. These often poverty-
stricken minority groups find
themselves being heavily bom-
Sam Lin
Students performed a radio play comparing Vietnam and Iraq.
1960s. Teatro Campesino's aim barded by military marketing and
then was to protest the recruit-
ment of Latino youth for military
service in Vietnam, and the play
draws many parallels with our
propaganda by those who hope to
convince them to join the army.
While the army is a valid choice
for many, it becomes problematic
current situation and the war in
Iraq. see MILITARY on page 16
Braza Brings A Bite
of Brazil to Hartford
JENNY MOOR
ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR
In 2005 The Hartford
Advocate voted Connecticut's
Churrascaria Braza as the "Best
New Restaurant" of the year. A
Brazilian steak-
house that boasts
both quality and
quantity, Braza is
located on
Farmington Ave
and combines
both buffet and
tableside style
service for a din-
ing experience
that certainly
lives up to its rep-
utation.
For a fixed
price of $26.95
ads, peel-and-eat shrimp and
more typical Spanish fare. The
consumer then signals the server
that he/she is ready to begin the
main meal with a small green and
red-sided circular chip given to
\ . \ i ..ii'-UuMi. !i«*- "U I li'd/.i
Braza offers delicious Brazilian cuisine.
the consumer is presented with
the option of sampling any or all
of Braza's 15 nightly selections of
beef, lamb, pork, poultry, and
fish. Every diner begins his/her
meal with a buffet of assorted
appetizers that includes fresh sal-
each member of the table. The
green side alerts the server that
they may proceed with bringing
out each dish one at a time. The
red side stops this assembly line
see BRAZA on page 12
B & G Complaints Investigated
Director of Facilities: Budget Cuts Not the Problem
BILL COSGROVE
NEWS WRITER
Despite recent budget cuts to
the Buildings and Grounds
Department, Director of Facilities
Sally Katz is confident that B &
G is still able to operate as effec-
tively and efficiently as is neces-
sary to maintain a campus as
attractive and aged as Trinity's.
Complaints from students across
campus had indicated a slow
response in regard to broken util-
ities such as heat and hot water.
"Like every department we
have had budget cuts. However,
our response to issues, especially
those of health and safety, has not
been compromised at all in our
response .time," said Katz. "We
had to scale back on, but not
delete all together, some of the
grounds initiatives, some of the
custodial services and a few of
the non-life safety skilled trades
and preventative maintenance ini-
tiatives. Most of these were over-
time situations that challenged us
to re-align staffing patterns and
timing of services."
Vice President for Finance
B & G has come under fire from
Early Reese noted, "We have
taken steps to reduce the amount
of overtime with a minimum
impact on service."
Some of the services that have
been scaled back include custodi-
al services in residence halls on
weekends and the amount of peo-
ple B & G would have on call
"just in case something hap-
pened" on an event weekend.
"While the budget did see cuts,
we have not cut the areas that pro-
vide essential services to the
Chelsea Naftelberg
students over slow response.
Trinity community," said Katz.
When asked if the budget
cuts have affected how B & G
operates, Katz said that that is a
difficult question and that more
staff would always be welcome.
"In Facilities the goal is to want
to fix every problem the second it
happens and to be able to have
people stationed throughout the
campus to clean and care for all
100 acres of the campus 24/7,"
see B & G on page 9
Students Demonstrate On Vernon
JAMES THALER
NEWS WRITER
This past Saturday evening, 18
students unassociated with any for-
mal organization held a "study-in"
on Vernon Street to, in a statement
by the group, "contrast a self-con-
tained image of students studying
with the so-called 'natural and nor-
mal' events that typify a Saturday
night
 ; at this college."
Demonstrators sat in chairs lined
up and down both sides of the
street outside the College's frater-
nities from 11p.m. to 2 a.m. read-
ing and studying as party-goers
passed by both in support and deri-
sion.
According to those involved,
the intention of the demonstration
was not to advocate that students
devote Saturday evenings to study,
but rather use both the meaning
and the contrast of academics to
the Vernon Street social culture as
means of fostering discussion and
debate within the community as to
the value of students' typical
Saturday evening activities.
According to a statement
obtained by the Tripod, the demon-
stration was prompted by a "long
and frustrating process of trying to
bring about radical change on cam-
pus, a process that has not often
enough caused any disruptions, nor
dented the dominant culture on this
campus." They claimed, "By
inserting studying into Vernon
Street some of us hoped to make a
symbolic statement that would
challenge the idea that the two are
mutually exclusive." The group
believes the demonstration illus-
trated a dominant culture on cam-
pus "characterized by aggression
and disrespect."
"We're definitely not suggest-
ing what people should be doing
with their Saturday nights,"
explained Ben Miller '08, a student
involved in the demonstration.
"We did not intend to send the
message that people should be
studying; what we intended was
for people to evaluate whether the
dominant Vernon Street social cul-
ture is satisfactory to their social
life." Miller went on to explain that
he thought of the Vernon Street
social scene as being a "cultureless
culture."
"I personally felt that the
aggression we saw Saturday night
stemmed from the belligerent stu-
dents' struggling to justify their
own actions," stated Chris Moore
'06, one of the organizers of the
demonstration. "We were studying
because we had work to do. They
were" becoming belligerent for no
legitimate reason. More impor-
tantly, their behavior was tolerated,
again, for no legitimate reason. I
feel it was exactly this forced self-
examination which frustrated these
students."
Responses to the demonstra-
tion were mixed. Demonstrators
reported it received heavy criticism
from students attending the nearby
see ACADEMIC on page 8
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From the Editor:
This Homecoming weekend, I had the pleasure of re-acquainting myself
with some recent graduates. These aspiring adults have been outside the protec-
tive collegiate bubble for several months. The one lesson I learned from them
before even trading words is that I am extremely fortunate to still be in college.
I have always felt an innate fear of leaving this safe world of lenient dead-
lines and only semi-real consequences. None of this concern was alleviated over
the weekend when I saw the faces of the class of '05. Their faces were familiar,
and I could identify the respective individuals they belonged to, and yet, there was
something trussing in their expressions.. .
 ( ,
Without a doubt, any alums who made their way back to Trinity this past
weekend had mostly carefree experiences that may have earned with them vary-
ing degrees of nostalgia. The faces I saw exhibited a loss of innocence made only
possible through their exposure to the elements. Those elements might range from
nine to five desk jobs to paying bills for the first time. Those elements may also
include graduate school, living at home again, getting kicked out of the house, or
drifting through a period of soul searching for the perfect profession.
A point I tried to make in my editorial last week was that as college stu-
dents, we have more time now to pursue personal and meaningful exploits. I did
not mean to say that we should forget about our priorities, chief in which might
lay our majority's collective need to socialize and share thoughts and diversions.
As a senior who has already registered for what I expect to be my last
semester here, I am beginning to sense the impending end of my time as a depend-
ent. I gather that many seniors feel this way. But this is no reason to fret and study
through weekend nights or cut ourselves away from our most prized, shared pos-
sessions— friendships — it is reason to celebrate.
Alums come back each year to not necessarily walk along the Long Walk
again, or because it gives them an excuse to party like animals again. Invariably,
they come back to campus to see friends such as former classmates, roommates,
and professors. It is these people who form the lasting foundations that draw
Bantams back every year, who help us remember our most-prized memories, and
solidify the reason why college is not just a phase or activity, but an experience.
A popular quote reflects my sentiments clearly: "The work never ends, but
college does." Enjoy.
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Wal-Mart Opponents See Both Sides of Issue
To the Editor:
In response to Joseph Tarzi's
"Today's Left Misses the Point,"
I would like to say that my
qualms with Wal-Mart have noth-
ing to do with the fact that,
"every time you shop at Wal-
Mart, you kill a baby," since, as
an ultra-liberal I am pro-choice
and inherently in favor of killing
babies. My Facebook profile
may say 'very liberal' under my
political views, but I do not
smoke, and while I don't shower
every day, I definitely don't
smell.
I won't lie and say that I've
never shopped at Wal-Mart; out
of convenience, and yes, cheap-
ness, I have succumbed.
However, I can recognize in
myself the little bit of hypocrite
that exists (we're all human) but
still actively campaign for a
world that would be better off
with a more humanly conscious
Wal-Mart.
In that respect, I invite
Trinity College to attend a
screening of Wal-Mart: The High
Cost of Low Prices, a documen-
tary released by Brave New Films
I can... still actively campaign for a
world that would be better off with a more
humanly conscious Wal-Mart.
As for the pertinent issue at
hand, Wal-Mart and other major
corporations that bring money to
Hartford are a good thing, but the
way in which Wal-Mart treats
their employees is not.
I realize that we should be
happy for those people who
recently acquired jobs due to the
implementation of a Wal-Mart on
Flatbush Ave., but is it so wrong
to want them not just to have a
job, but one that adequately sup-
ports them and their family as
well as providing benefits?
Football Win Exhibits
To the Editor:
.ItisunKiftxt,,*
be shown the donr. I am sure he
will have no trouble finding new
employment at a college or uni-
versity where football is a close
second to God, the type of place
where the football coach makes
that interviews workers and their
families in a decidedly un-
Fahrenheit 9111 format. The
short movie is intended to raise
awareness, provide us with a
legacy of knowledge to back up
our Wal-Mart-hating claims, and
maybe, just maybe provoke actu-
al change. It will be shown in
Summit East on Thursday, Nov.
17, at 6:30.
Sincerely,
Julie Wheeler '06
Poor Sportsmanship
of poor sportsmanship is con-
ethos of sports at Trinity: fair
play, good fun, grace in winning
and losing.
A debate has started as to
whether Trinity benefits by being
a gridiron giant, a pigskin power-
This disgraceful esiiibition of poor
sportsmanship is contrary to the two cen-
turies old ethos of sports at Trinity.
more than, say, the entire English
Department faculty.
Up 42-7 at halftime against a
hapless, winless Wesleyan team,
this mentor of young men
allowed them to air it out, piling
on another 21 points in the third
quarter, en route to a rout that
should be far more embarrassing
to us than to our friendly rival.
This disgraceful exhibition
house. I think not. Our dear
school would be far better off
focusing its recruitment efforts
on poets, actors, artists, commu-
nity activists, chemistry and
Latin buffs and the like.
Thanks for the Homecoming
show, Coach. Shame on you.
Sincerely,
Gregory Barison '74
1L 1L <U> W
The Bantam spirit was flying high all weekend, with another
trouncing by our football team and Trinity alumni with funny
stories about your favorite professor when they had hair.
Welcome home, Trinity.
Trinity football obliterates
Wesleyan.
Trinity students obliterated
| all weekend.
Students protest lack of
intellectual atmosphere in
desks on Vernon St.
Studying in 40-degree
f weather gives us chilly
Library hours extended. The circuitous path to
get in takes 400 hours.
Tons of library computers
fail to: print due to an
"unavailable popup server."
PT has no idea what this
4 means and, gets to hang
out at the Help Desk.
President Bush's approval
rating dips to record low.
French Revolution: Redux.
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Arab Politics, from the Field Women Still Strive
for a Media VoiceANONYMOUSOPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Editor's Note; The author of
this article served in the U.S.
foreign service and now attends
law school.
From Reuters on Nov. 11,
2005:
"Arab states insist that any
change must come from within
rather than being forced from
outside. Rice denied on Friday
Middle East is Israel — that is
not meant critically, but rather as
a mere statement of fact.
Since I graduated in May of
2004, I have served in Arab-
Muslim North Africa as a liaison
between the U.S. Government,
the United Nations, and a North
African government. Before,
during, and since taking that job,
I've followed the Middle Eastern
developments carefully.
From my personal observa-
What I discovered was that my efforts
had already been discredited in the eyes of
the local population.
that change was being imposed.
'You don't impose democracy,
you impose tyranny,' she told
U.S. troops and civilians work-
ing at the U.S. embassy in
Baghdad before flying to
Bahrain. 'When freedom has
been on the march, America has
been more secure,' she added."
Unfortunately for the
Madame Secretary, freedom on
the march in the Middle East has
been anything but loi Uic icgion,
ncff has* it secured America in
any way. Neither Iraq nor
Bahrain are democratic. The
tions, I will contradict her state-
ments as well as those of the cur-
rent administration. Never
before has a presidential admin-
istration ever engaged in such
uninformed and reckless behav-
ior on the international scene.
Its behavior has not only blatant-
ly violated international law but
has alienated our nation from
any former or any potential ally
at a most crucial time for inter-
national cooperation. The secu-
rity of our nation is now less
secure than ever before and our
government has done nothing
v _
only democratic country in the but foster tyranny
To qualify my general state-
ments, undoubtedly to the dissat-
isfaction of potential critics, I
shall refer to my own profession-
al experiences. During my time
serving in Muslim North Africa,
I engaged in aid work intended
to serve the needs of developing
countries. What I discovered
was that my efforts had already
been discredited in the eyes of
the local population by our own
government. An airbase, north
of the city in which I worked,
had been taken over by U.S.
Special Forces on call for a mis-
sion they would never have to
undertake as defense contractors
reaped good supply profits and
our government made leaks that
it was on top of a potentially
threatening situation that never
really existed.
The reader might think that it
is insightful that our military and
intelligence services are so pre-
pared that we anticipate threats
where they might arise. I would
share that sentiment if it were the
truth. While good Defense
Department planning (although
needless), such an arrangement
had disastrous effects on diplo-
matic and public relations efforts
see VIEW on page 5
No Real Case Against Alito
ADRIENNE GAFFNEY
, OPINIONS EDITOR
After his slam-dunk victory
with AU-American pretty boy
Judge Roberts, President Bush hit
a difficult spot. His enthusiastic
endorsement and apparent love of
Harriet Miers was not enough to
cannot say that I don't agree.
Personally, I would like nothing
more than to see Alito not be con-
firmed. I believe in a woman's
right to chose, and I think that any
attempts to chip away at that right
will have disastrous consequences.
I am also wary of civil rights being
But he seems to have scored with Alito,
and it doesn't seem as though there is any-
thing that liberals can do.
override concerns about her rela-
tive inexperience. But he seems to
have scored with Samuel Alito,
and it doesn't seem as though there
is anything that liberals can do.
Alito is a nightmare candidate
for left-wingers. When applying
to be a deputy attorney general
under President Reagan in 1985,
he said that he was "particularly
proud of my contributions in
recent cases in which the govern-
ment argued that racial and ethnic
quotas should not be allowed and
that the Constitution does not pro-
tect a right to an abortion."
He argued in support of a
Pennsylvania law that required
women to get spousal permission
before obtaining abortions. Alito is
the kind of judge that liberals
warned could get on the bench
when President Bush was elected
in 2004. He will undoubtedly
incite a maelstrom of protest, and I
scaled back. As much as I do not
want to see him as a Judge, I real-
ize that much of the disapproval is
irrelevant and that suggestions that
he is unfit are unwarranted.
decide future cases should have no
bearing on their confirmation.
Alito has certainly shown his
capacity as a judge and that is what
it boils down to.
Protesting Alito reflects either
a lack of understanding of how the
confirmation process plays out or a
desire to bend the rules. During
the 2004 election, it was apparent
that the winner would have the
opportunity to appoint at least one,
if not more, people to the court.
This fact should not have been lost
any Americans. It was made
abundantly clear, as were the ram-
ifications. Anyone who voted for
Bush should have realized the
decision they were making and
Protesting Alito reflects a lack of under-
standing of how the confirmation process
plays out or a desire to bend the rules.
He cannot be dismissed in the
way that Miers was. Alito is an
experienced judge who is highly
respected in his field. He will
likely receive votes from all
Republicans and should be able to
pass through, barring unforeseen
circumstances.
This is the way that it should
be. The system is designed so that
judges are approved not on basis of
their politics, but on their demon-
strated ability to render decisions.
Projectures of how they might
what his victory could mean for
abortion rights among other things.
His choice of an ultra-conservative
should not come as a surprise. If
Sen. John Kerry had been success-
ful, he would have likely picked a
liberal to join the court.
Justice Alito may prove to be
terrible for this country, but unfor-
tunately we have little basis on
which to deny his this position. We
lost his battle when President Bush
was reelected. This is the will of
the people.
LISA SAN PASCUAL
OPINIONS EDITOR
Columnist Maureen Dowd
put America's pantyhose in a
bunch when her article "What's a
Modern Girl to Do?" appeared in
the Oct. 30 New York Times
Magazine. Condensed from her
book Are Men Really Necessary1},
the article criticizes today's gen-
eration of young women for tak-
Incidentally, the buzz created
by Dowd's article coincides with
a wrangling over the pages of the
Tripod regarding its representa-
tions of campus sexual dynamics.
A few weeks ago, I wrote an arti-
cle examining the Carrie
Bradshaw phenomenon that has
found its home in the Features
section; we also received a Letter
to the Editor denouncing the
With the exception of a few, female
writers in particular have shied away from
sharing their perspective on campus issues.
ing women's lib to a perverse new
level. According to Dowd, we
have morphed into a strange
hybrid band of 1950s homemak-
ers and overindulged sex kittens
(think the smoldering soccer
moms of Desperate Housewives,
whose liberation comes in the
form of seducing lawn boys and
professional football players).
One of Dowd's prize lines is, "It
took only a few decades to create
a brazen new world where the
highest idea] is to acknowledge
your inner slut. I am woman; see
me strip." The article prompted a
media-wide reexamination not
only of gender dynamics, but of
the role of female columnists in
today's media.
"superficial, smutty rag" spewed
by our faux cultural experts. [As
the letter was a personal attack,
the Tripod decided not to print it.]
There's been so much railing
against homophobia and racism
on these Opinions pages, but
writers have stayed noticeably
quiet on the subject of sex and
gender. Meanwhile, casual chron-
icles of weekend exploits flood
the Tripod, written almost exclu-
sively by women bemoaning their
single status and the futility of the
"hard-to-get" game. Clearly,
there's a huge gap between what
we on campus deem are impor-
tant, socially relevant issues, and
see FEMALE on page 5
New Rules Have
Racial Overtones
GERMAINE GREEN
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
The simple way to put this is
that I'm an African-American
male. I'm not further from or
closer to perfection than any other
man or woman. It doesn't make a
keep the library open longer, but
they also further close it off from
the community••- in other words,
close us off from the community.
. We have set an age limit which
doesn't allow anyone under the
age of 16 into the library without
When it comes to getting a break from
having to showing ID. , I get a lot less lee-
way than I would if I were a white male.
difference what my sexual prefer-
ence is; either way, if it happened
to be same sex or the opposite, I
would still deserve to be respect-
ed as a human being. The one
thing that sets us all apart, though,
is our experiences. And honestly, I
wish it were possible to give
everyone my eyes, so they could
truly see from the perspective of
the black man. Sadly, it's not. So
for now, all I can do is spill my
heart and soul to you.
Now, you're trying to figure
out: what does he want us to
know, or what does he want us to
see? Let's start with the library
and its new rules. The new rules
adult supervision.
What about young high
school freshmen who would love
to use the library as a resource?
Excuses for this would include
reports of young Hartford locals
running wild throughout the
library. Honestly, most cases of
this are highly exaggerated.
If you have read about the
library rules, they can be an
inconvenience to anyone and
everyone. Why should I have to
show my I.D. to get into the
library when there isn't even a
security guard or gate to keep
see FOR TOO on page 5
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Pear Jimmy...
President Jones Answers Students' Questions
"What is your vision for
Trinity's role in the Hartford
[community?,"
Trinity's past 10 years or so have
[placed our College on the front line of
[community involvements. Trinity
ittettipted a number of initiatives', jnclud-
[iag. but not limited to the Learning
Corridor with its four, schools, the Trinity
JBoys and Girls Club,' T&e/CMes Data
tenter, and a number of initiatives link-
ingj&caity«'staff, atujf students to Hartford: ;
•: The Cornerstones, project'last year positioned the College to
become the leading liberal arts college in an urban environment,
We are now working steadfastly to restructure our involvement,
J&rgely through the Community Sports Complex now being con-
structed on New Britain Ave., marking the College's most recent,
and certainly the most expensive, initiative we have undertaken
with College funds. Once the CSC opens next fall, Trinity's com-
mitment to Hartford will be again demonstrated in bricks and mor-
tar. • ' • ' • • ' . ' '
The Cornerstones project also placed Trinity at a crossroads.
To become the leading liberal arts college in the country located in
an urban environment means that we have to approach our institu-
tional tasks in different modes. I discussed with.the Budget and
Planning Council an idea we are now putting into action: to wit, the
next Dean of the Faculty/Vice President for Academic Affairs will
have a signal opportunity to appoint a new decanal position — a
Dean of Urban-Global Engagement. This new position •will draw
into one office our varied urban initiatives together with our glob-
al initiatives, .
And the timing could not be more propitious. Within the next
several months, for the first time in the history of humankind, m o i s '
individuals on this planet will live in cities around the world, largei
ly because of massive demographic changes in, India #ft4 China/
hope that by 2012, when our comprehensive campaign will end,
Trinity should be acknowledged far and wide for our commitment
to Hartford as our urban home, in curricular and experiential-learn-
ing ways, and our students should, have meaningful experiences
during their tmdergfaduate years not- just in our own city of
Hartford but.also in cities around the world, . . -
Trinity,- pne hopes fervently, will he- the liberal arts college of
choice.in an urban environment,
, ,.; Please send any questions
•'/'• for President Jones
totnpod@trincoH.edu.
State Races the Thing To Watch
KATE GRELLE
OPINIONS WRITER
Over the past few weeks,
watching the Bush administra-
tion crumble like a gingerbread
house in February has proven to
be far more interesting than fol-
lowing the local political races.
Without so much as a
Congressional seat up for grabs,
following the campaigns to fill
vacancies on the West Hartford
Board of Ed offered as much
excitement as watching a tele-
vised bowling marathon. (Strike,
strike, strike, oh, there's a spare!
strike...)
One might never expect,
especially relative to the chaos in
Washington, that Nov. 8 would
prove to be a day during which
Connecticut would rival D C . in
pure political insanity.
Take, for example, the race
for the coveted position of town
council member in Berlin
(Connecticut, not Germany).
Now, to be a member of Berlin's
town council is certainly allur-
ing. After all, Berlin is the home
of Safari Mini Golf, as well as
Batting Cages and Bumper
Boats, and enough strip clubs to
be considered Connecticut's own
Vegas. It's fun for the whole
family! Even with this in mind,
the slugfest, literally, that broke
out as a result of the Republican
defeat seemed a bit unnecessary.
A Nov. 10 article in the
Hartford Courant provided the
""""following details about a council '"
race gone awry:
"Upon learning that his son,
Republican Councilman Paul
Argazzi had been defeated,
Robert Argazzi 'went bonkers,'
according to David Martin, a
member of the Republican Town
Committee. Argazzi Sr, lunged
over some chairs, grabbed
Martin by the throat and threat-
ened to kill him."
ludy Argazzi, Paul's wife,
justified Robert's actions by
explaining that "David started
agitating us and calling us
names, like 'whore' and things
wanted to pop him just listening
to his mouth, he said really nasty
things. He told me I was mental-
ly ill."
One would assume that both
Argazzi Sr. and Martin had con-
sumed copious amounts of alco-
hol prior to the melee. If not, the
events that transpired would just
be all that much more disturbing.
Speaking of disturbing, the
drama continued on Thursday,
according to a Nov. 12 Hartford
Courant article. After his land-
lord found him unconscious on
the floor of his apartment, David
Martin was rushed by ambulance
to Middlesex Hospital, where he
remains on a ventilator. As of
Thursday, he was still uncon-
scious and unresponsive. Police
are investigating a possible link
between the brawl on Tuesday
night, and Martin's subsequent
collapse.
A correlation does, however,
seem unlikely. After all, the
collector whom he fired"
(Hartford Courant, Nov. 9),
Jarjura instead decided to risk
another defeat by running as a
write-in candidate.
Though write-ins virtually
never come close to garnering
enough votes to even reach a
double digit percentage, larjura
won, with a full eleven percent-
age point margin over Mulcahy.
As second-term mayor, one of
larjura's first actions will be to
replace the Waterbury welcome
sign with "Waterbury: Expect
the Unexpected."
Though the November races
have come and gone, the local
political scene shows no signs of
providing any less excitement.
Governor Rell is gearing up for
her first legitimate gubernatioral
campaign after replacing the
incarcerated Rowland. Should
that race prove too mundane,
checking up on Senator loseph
Lieberman is an endless source
The slugfest, literally, that broke out as
a result of the Republican defeat seemed a
bit unnecessary.
abrasions on Martin's neck from
Argazzi's manhandling (again,
mentioned in the Courant) cer-
tainly wouldn't serve as indica-
tive of possible internal
injuries...
I bet the Berliners aren't
regretting their decision to vote
for the Demociat.
In other news, Waterbury, the
city in which lohn Rowland
began his political ascent to the
Governor's office, was the set-
ting of a mayoral race that
proved to be a true political
anomaly. Apparently, Mike
larjura, the incumbent mayor,
was successful in the past four
years in restoring perceived
integrity to the position, after his
predecessor was indicted on
child sex crimes. Although "he
initially planned to return to pri-
vate life after he lost the primary
of fascination. The former VP
nominee is referred to, not infre-
quently, as Connecticut's own
DINO (Demdbrat In Name Only)
for reasons such as the following:
Lieberman was recently one
of five Senators to break party
and vote with the Republicans on
"a mttTo repeaf theMwnt of riaBeas
corpus rights for Guantanamo
detainees. In a New York Times
article, he explained, "A foreign
national who is captured and
determined to be an enemy com-
batant in the world war on terror-
ism has no more right to a habeas
corpus appeal to our courts than
did a captured soldier of the Axis
powers during World War II."
Right, and since all of the
detainees in Guantanamo are
indisputably enemy combatants,
that seems fair... right?.
Coincidentally, Lieberman
will also be up for re-election
like that, and people would have to Karen Mulcahy, a former tax next fall. Stay tuned!
The Dally Jolt an Ineffective Forum for Exchange
EVAN NORRIS
SENIOR EDITOR
In Chekov's The Cherry
Orchard, the merchant
Lopakhin responds to the point-
campus.
Forgive the generalizations
which follow. Trinity can easily
and perhaps speciously be
divided into three groups. There
Tlie Daily Jolt is a civic wasteland, a
domain, as Shakespeare wrote in Macbeth,
"full of sound and fury, signifying nothing."
less oratory of the student
Trofimov by saying, "You know
— I get up every morning, 5 o'
clock — I work all day —
everyday, I handle money — I
do business ..."
Should Chekov's comedy be
superimposed on Trinity circa
2005, Trifimov's digital reincar-
nation would certainly be the
Daily Jolt; the modern-day ver-
sion of Lopakhin, with his will-
ingness to contribute to society,
is the corps of student leaders on
are those who refuse to see any-
thing wrong on this campus and
do nothing, and there are those
who see many things wrong on
this campus and do nothing but
complain.
Into the mix we can add the
so-called student leaders. This is
by far the most active group of
people on campus but also the
most pitiable. These leaders,
regardless of what.convictions
and principles they held dear
freshman year, are, by senior
year, exhausted by empty rheto-
ric, widespread indifference and
social backwardness. These
leaders are the first to realize
Trinity is a lost cause and quick-
ly move to consolidate their ter-
ritory on campus and pad their
resumes.
For them, Trinity is a spring-
board, a place to accumulate
prestige and contacts before
entering an environment where
leadership is rewarded and
worthwhile. To many of these
individuals, the Daily Jolt is a
civic wasteland, a domain, as
Shakespeare wrote in Macbeth,
"full of sound and fury, signify-
ing nothing."
Those who contribute to the
Jolt are usually not those who
are working toward change on
campus. Student leaders who
take up that mantle have sched-
ules which preclude them from
posting and following threads.
They also understand * the
absurdity of trying to effect
change in cyberspace; it's like
transporting water in a napkin.
If the Jolt is nothing more
than an area where students can
vent their outrage and self-right-
eous indignation, then it has ful-
filled its manifest destiny. If it
perceived as something more, as
who are in touch with Trinity
issues want their critics to be
bogged down on the Jolt in the
excruciating minutiae of campus
life. Far better to have potential
instigators in a vegetative state
in front of a computer screen
than picketing outside of Mather
or handing out a petition in
class.
Those who consider involve-
[Student leaders] understand the absurd-
ity of trying to effect change in cyberspace?
it's like transporting water in a napkin.
a space where the intellectual
elite of the campus meet to over-
throw the establishment, then it
is a disastrous failure. If any-
thing, the Jolt reinforces the sta-
tus quo.
Those student leaders and
members of the administration
ment in the Jolt a realization of
their civic responsibility are
wrong. The Jolt is the last
refuge for those who would
have others change the world for
them. Postulate all you want;
lives will never be altered by
internet punditry.
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View from the Ground ! Female Columnists Can
Add Valuable Viewpointcontinued from page 3I was asked to undertake in this country.The local population associated any
U.S. aid work as politically motivated or
as a front for the U.S. intelligence servic-
es. (People refused the assistance of the
American people no matter how badly
they admitted to me that they wanted it.)
No one wanted to risk becoming a target.
I refer to a country that has the capability
gence, foresight and education to effec-
tively implement it.
The objectives for which I and my
colleagues had been hired were not only
were met by laughter from the govern-
ment of the country in which we worked,
but from nearly every N.G.O. and U.N.
agency that operated there as well.
American credibility abroad — what used
to earn our nation respect — has been sac-
The local population associated any U.S. aid work
as politically motivated or as a front for the U.S. intelli-
gence services.
to stand steadfastly along the U.S. if our
foreign policy were more far-sighted and
less politically motivated for presidential
domestic reasons.
Our government has supported tyran-
nical regimes in the region as long as they
remain opposed to a very small group of
radical fundamentalists (more accurately,
rificed to such an extent for domestic
political popularity that our country is
nothing more than a joke in international
diplomatic circles and is certainly less
secure than ever before in its history for
that reason.
U.S. foreign policy has been hijacked
by an intellectually ignorant group of
Our country is nothing more than a joke in interna-
tional diplomatic circles and is certainly less secure
than ever before in its history for that reason.
whoever is our enemy of the moment) at
the expense of the people living in those
countries.
The current administration cares about
one thing, as any political administration
might care about: continued success in
domestic elections, whether they are
local, congressional, or presidential. The
security of our country has been in the
hands of politicians for too long and not
in the hands of those who have the intelli-
opportunists who have done nothing but
put to shame every man and woman who
has served under the banner of the United
States of America in a foreign service
capacity.
Recently, the general counsel of a U.S.
government foreign aid agency told me
that he knows how to say that he is
Canadian in more than eight languages
when he is abroad serving the United
States of America.
Along tne VVrong Walk,..
edummtd?
Stephen Jjelber, author of The
Laramie Project."
— Vaugxm JViauren 07
"Tucker Carlson.
— Bill Holahan 60
don t really know any alumni.
— Elizabeth "West 09
"Larry Dow.
sal?' *
Henry Noel '08
"CK Bradley.
—Amanda Kopman <
Compiled and photographed by Adrienne Gqffhey
continued from page 3
what we do for kicks when class lets out
on Thursday afternoons.
The anonymous writer of the letter
cuts to the core of the issue when s/he
writes: "We have an excellent faculty, car-
ing staff, and exceptionally bright, dedi-
cated students. It's a shame that the stu-
dent newspaper does not reflect that." In
one way, s/he is absolutely right: Trinity
has a reputation for students who work
hard and are intellectually capable. But
here's the irony that we know all too well:
scholastic aptitude is not always followed
by emotional maturity. The girl staggering
about with overdone eyeliner and cocktail
absent from any Trinity media outlet. It
would seem that the gender issues on this
campus are so pervasive they are almost
invisible.
In her Nov. 9 article titled "A
Journalist Who Made Feminism Matter,"
Slate columnist Megan O'Rourke praised
the writings of the late Marjorie Williams,
a columnist who advocated feminism with
a sensitive and discerning pen. Unlike
Anna Quindlen (whose "personal and
pointillistic mode" Williams found too
"feminine" and "nice"), and unlike Dowd
(whose "aggressive and pushy" style
belied the fact that, as Dowd recently
admitted, "as a woman," she really want-
It would seem that the gender issues on this campus
are so pervasive they are almost invisible.
in hand may have had stratostrophic SAT
scores. The guy roaring Will Ferrell-isms
on repeat may be a genius.on German
dialectical philosophy. Trinity students are
remarkably adept at keeping their intellec-
tual engines to a dull hum. Our much-
talked-about "intellectual atmosphere" is
not nonexistent; it's just confined to the
classroom and those dark, dark enclaves at
the library.
As for women's issues in particular, it
could be that the students who are
engaged in these issues are the ones who
are actively engaged in the community,
the ones who are actually doing something
about it. Earlier this semester, two juniors,
with the sponsorship of the Sexual Assault
Task Force, launched an event in the
Washington Room to raise awareness
about sexual assault. Laura Lockwood,
head of the Trinity Women's Center,
called the event "a beautiful way to raise
awareness." It's a farce that we can dedi-
cate so much time to the seriousness of
these issues, while substantive pieces on
any other women's issues are noticeably
ed "to be liked"), Williams plumbed the
woman's experience with depth and intel-
ligence. Though "the media has a tenden-
cy to thrash out debates about post-sexual-
revolution life in Manichean terms,"
O'Rourke writes, "Williams complicated
this tendency, both in her writing about
the personal realm ... and in her writing
about the political realm ... She had a
clear-eyed way of seeing two sides of an
issue, or of a person's character, an
insightfulness she brought even to her
intimates."
Ladies, we have to take it upon our-
selves to show that there's more to
women's columns than Dowd-esque con-
demnations of all that is male, and paw-
ing, self-indulgent exposes of what
Columnist A did this weekend. Women
have much to contribute to the media
because we present a perspective that is
distinctly different, and therefore, invalu-
able. Let's not wrap our eloquence and wit
in homage to student stupidity, but in con-
structive critiques of who we are on this
campus and who we are trying to become.
For Too Many, Safety
a Racially Charged Issue
continued from page 3
people off campus? The beauty of being a
small community is that we get to integrate
the surrounding Hartford community into
our lives on a very personal level.
Now let's go back to the idea of the
black man's perspective. I have heard peo-
ple on campus honestly admit that it should
be totally okay for them to racially profile
black or white issue, either. 1 feel like I
have met an equal number of people who
have felt out of place here from all races
and shades of skin. People, why are we
going back in time?
Part of the tension stems from the
Trinity community's being scared of the
surrounding Hartford community.
Honestly, get over it. It's really not as dan-
Be aware of your surroundings, but don't fear them
completely; thafs how you become handicapped.
someone else, the excuse being that minori-
ties commit more crimes than anyone else.
Well, let me tell you: we all make split-sec-
ond judgments about each other and our
surroundings everyday. It is a defense
mechanism, but that doesn't always make
us right. It's easy to be the accuser, but what
happens when you are accused?
When it comes to getting a break from
having to show I.D., I get a lot less leeway
than I would if I were a white male and I
guess, quote unquote, fit the profile of a
Trinity student. The funny part about that is'
that Tarn a student, yet I don't always feel
like I'm treated as if I go here. On one
hand, I could be exaggerating, but it's not a
gerous as some people exaggerate. Be
aware of your surroundings, but don't fear
them completely; that's how you become
handicapped. Petty theft happens when we
do things like leave our iPods out while we
are in the bathroom, whether it is at the
Cave or the library. I don't think someone
from off campus would take it every time,
be they white, black, or Asian. I'm pretty
sure we have thieves in our own small com-
munity.
• I haven't, earned a degree in any field,
but the important thing is that I express
myself arid help to start a dialogue about
these subjects. I'm here to promote com-
munity, so let's get together.
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Military and Goverment Panelists Debate Iraq War
SAN-EOU LAN
NEWS WRITER
Voices Organized in
Democracy hosted a panel of anti-
war activists and military veterans
to speak out against the Iraq war
last Thursday. The panel included
Executive Director of the U.S.
Tour of Duty Jeff Norman, former
CIA analyst and veteran Ray
McGovern, and Nadia McCaffrey,
a Gold Star mother whose son was
killed in Iraq. The panelists
offered their own expertise and
opinion on the Iraq war. A modest
number of Trinity students were
present at the event, and the
majority of people present were
members of the faculty or admin-
istration. The event's purpose was
to be a timely reminder of the
senseless deaths, a cost of the
nation's continued involvement in
the Iraq war.
The first speaker was
Norman, who believed that "we
need to bring new individuals into
the movement." He emphasized
that there needs to be a focus on
accountability of what the govern-
ment does. He concluded by say-
ing, "It is a duty to stand up for
what this country stands for," and,
stating that this as a reason for
protesting the war.
Ray McGovern spoke next
from the perspective of a former
government official. He began to
emphasize the initial purpose of
the CIA. "When the CIA was first
founded," he commented, "there
was a sense of accountability for
the correct intelligence and an
atmosphere free from political
influence." He realized that since
Sept. 11, the purpose of the CIA
was distorted, and the sense of
accountability disappeared and
political influence began to creep
into the agency. He believes that
the "facts and intelligence are
being fixed around the policies,"
showing that many of the Bush
administration's policies are not
being formed around the facts, but
vice versa. He cited the misleading
information used to justify the Iraq
invasion as an example. "There is
a blatant disregard for internation-
al law," he said, before closing his
speech with a haunting reminder
of American apathy. "We can talk
all we want about torture, the war
in Iraq, etcetera," he continued.
"However, we don't care if we
don't know anyone in the picture."
The third speaker, Nadia
McCaffrey, recounted the tragic
tale of her son's death. Her son,
Patrick, had joined the National
Guard after Sept. 11, not to fight in
Iraq but to help in times of nation-
al crisis, such as in New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina. She
explained, "[It took her son] ten
days to realize that everything he
was told are lies." When an Iraqi
sniper killed her son, he became
the first National Guard from
California to get killed in action in
58 years. "It is our responsibility
to realize the truth," he said, "It is
the responsibility of us to take
action." She also realized, after her
son's tragic death, that "reacting to
violence with violence will lead us
nowhere. It'will only lead us to
more violence."
The final speaker, David
McMichael offered several opin-
ions for his opposition to the war
in Iraq. He believed that "faulty
intelligence and the process
through which we acted lead to the
current quagmire." He advocated
that government officials should
"pledge lie or she will never com-
mit to war without an official dec-
laration of war." He went on to
elaborate, and stated "the govern-
Community Observes
Veterans Day
Members of the Trinity community joined to
Vietnam War veterans to commemorate Veterans
Day Friday on the main quad by the Chapel.
November 11, 2005
ment needs to have the input of the
people in matters of war." He also
emphasized that the U.S. govern-
ment should not commit to any
aggressive actions, and pledge to
only defensive acts. Despite the
fact not many students were pres-
ent at the event, the topic of the
Iraq war arouses passionate words
from students. In the words of
Samer Dweik '09, "I feel that our
continued involvement in the Iraq
war is costing us more the longer
we stay." At the actual event there
was not a presence of opposition,
but rather the majority of students
present gave a silent agreement to
the words spoken. The event
served as a reminder that our patri-
otic duty, according to Jeff
Norman, "is to stand up for what Noa Landes
this country stands for." Former CIA analyst Ray McGovern discussed government lies.
Tutorial Students Petition
Quitting 'Tutorialites' Supported by Colleagues to Keep Housing
EVAN NORRIS
SENIOR EDITOR
A group of Tutorial students
are petitioning the College to
allow students quitting the pro-
gram to remain in their current
housing in Summit East.
According to precedent, sopho-
mores who leave Tutorial mid-
year must also leave their rooms.
For nearly a week, members
of Tutorial College have been cir-
culating a petition calling for an
exception to current policy, to
allow the handful of sophomores
leaving Tutorial to retain their
rooms. The push to protect the
housing of disenchanted Tutorial
students was a collaborative
effort, but Beth Frazier '08 was
the student who composed the
petition. In it, she writes that
"Those [leaving] have played an
integral role in the development
of a positive community here in
Summit East. The removal of
those residents would detract
from the intellectual and social
atmosphere that we as a commu-
nity seek to promote." As of now,
only five members of the Tutorial
community are considering
excusing themselves from its aca-
demic program.
The students of Tutorial
College have so far had mixed
reactions to the departing students
and the petition. While many
agree with the ideas put forward
by Frazier in her petition, others
oppose it and wish to reinforce
the current policy. One of the
main drawbacks to allowing ex-
Tutorial members to maintain
their housing is that their pres-
ence in Summit East will interfere
with the establishment and
growth of a cohesive community
among the Tutorial ranks.
Opponents of the petition con-
ceive an intensely bitter relation-
ship between those who continue
to subscribe to the academic pro-
gram of Tutorial and those who
simple reside there.
In addition to this strained
rapport, many students fear that a
dangerous precedent will be set.
If students who abandon thej. aca^
demic responsibilities of Tutorial
are rewarded with good housing
then there will be few safeguards
in place to prevent future students
from pledging themselves to
Tutorial only to leave it after one
semester, still guaranteed housing
in Summit East. Proponents of
the petition point out that once
these students leave Tutorial they
are put in the awkward position of
consolidating enough credits to
maintain good academic stand-
ing.
According to Frazier, "Those
students who are currently with-
drawing from the Tutorial
College have made a significant
and positive mark upon the social
environment in Summit East.
There are many instances when I
have woken up in the wee hours
of the morning to find my neigh-
bor Ben Miller standing in the
hallway with Ben Schacht having
deep philosophical conversations.
Oddly enough, it was those
moments in which I most appreci-
ated the Tutorial College environ-
ment."
Lately, debates have raged on
the Tutorial College message
boards regarding the question of
whether ex-Tutorial students can
maintain their housing after quit-
ting the program. The issue has
since spilled out of Summit East
and has become a hot topic on
campus, provoking heated delib-
erations.
2005 is not the first year stu-
dents have decided to withdraw
from Tutorial. Over the past five
years 14 students have left the
program for a number of reasons.
Michael Niemann, the Director of
Tutorial College, provided sever-.
al rationales for ending the
Tutorial experience, including
concern for filling major require-
ments, desire to study abroad and
social or academic incompatibili-
puts the Tutorial housing scheme
in perspective: "signing up for
Tutorial College gives students
privileged access to outstanding
housing. They are not part of the
regular housing lottery and thus
operate for their time in Tutorial
outside the normal mechanism for
housing. Once students quit
Tutorial they must, according to
current guidelines, abdicate their
rooms which will then be reallo-
cated during the spring lottery."
Ben Schacht '08, who has
decided to drop Tutorial, praised
the petition as an illustration of
the autonomous nature of the pro-
gram: "This is a perfect example
of students exercising control
over themselves, and it's impor-
tant because it ensures that the
community, in whose name some
of us are being evicted, will not
be told by others what is best for
it." Schacht feels that his pres-
ence and the presence of other
potential evictees in Tutorial
would only reinforce and justify
the community, rather than
detract from it.
Bill Cosgrove '08, another
sophomore who is planning on
leaving Tutorial, feels similarly.
"I didn't choose to enroll in the
program for the good housing.
I'm leaving for academic reasons.
If I have to choose between my
housing and my classes, I'm
going to choose my classes. That
being said, I see no justification
for how my leaving Summit
would benefit me, the other stu-
dents in Tutorial, or the program
itself."
Tutorial students have not yet
submitted the petition to the
administration.
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The Hope for the Future
When compared to the actively
engaged and community-oriented
leadership of the Dobelle era,
sources and rhetoric from the cur-
rent administration of President
Jones suggest a more inward focus
on academics and a deep commit-
ment to the urban/global philoso-
phy.
Professor of Anthropology and
Director of Urban Initiatives James
Trostle, who is leaving his director
position at the end of the semester,
expressed a lack of intensity from
the College's leadership in terms of
urban engagement and fears
nity is-losing opportunities by
focusing inward. Another source,
who wished to remain anonymous,
has also noticed a lack of Trinity's
leadership in improving Hartford
since the opening of the Learning
Corridor.
cities of the world."
Susan Pennybacker, Professor
of History and Director of the
Hartford Studies Project, was opti-
mistic about the new urban/global
direction. She noted the city's pop-
ulation has numerous outside rela-
tionships to countries around the
world, and "linking Hartford with
an international component is a
bold act." The merge is also
expected to generate more enthusi-
asm and funding from alumni who
would otherwise be reluctant in a
local initiative. Specifically, it may
temper the moral problems of
Hartford between prospective stu-
dents and alumni.
Others are skeptical of the
administration's new philosophy
and feel the College entered the
study abroad realm too late to dis-
tinguish itself in any unique way.
Tanking Hartford with an international
component is a bold act."
- Susan Pennybacker, Professor of History
Nevertheless, Trostle and oth-
ers agree the College has been "try-
ing to do good planning," but prob-
lems with administrative staff and
financial instability have plagued
the development of a solid vision
for urban engagement. It seems no
one document is currently leading
Trinity's city relations and pro-
grams and offices report to various
deans and departments up the
administrative ladder. Although
Cornerstones and branching com-
mittees have attempted to resolve
these discrepancies, sources agree
it has not yet led to a unified out-
come and the College continues in
a state of transition.
Since the proposition of the
urban/global model by the
President's Cornerstone Planning
Group, the administration has
pushed a potentially innovative
moniker for the College: "We give
you the world in a city." In an inter-
view published in the Spring 2005
newsletter of the Hartford
Consortium for Higher Education,
President Jones stated, "Trinity
should ideally provide a world-
class education in the liberal arts
with a dedicated focus on life in the
One source suggested innovative i
things in Hartford (such as the \
Learning Corridor) would truly I
distinguish Trinity from not only i
rival liberal arts colleges, but also
larger universities in similar urban
settings. Although Trostle did not ;
necessarily agree with this mental-
ity, he explained representatives
from institutions across the country
continue to visit the College to
learn about the revolutionary pro-
grams and initiatives developed
during the late 1990s.
In terms of funding for the
urban/global initiative, VP for
College Advancement Ronald I
Joyce said $15 million of the forth- j
coming campaign goal of $300 j
million has been allocated for the |
"broad range of things in the
urban-global areas." Specific
details are scarce at the moment as
Joyce's office conducts feasibility
studies for the campaign, but VP |
for Planning Paula Russo contin- j
ties to work on defining areas for j
allocation. The two global-urban |
steering committees discussed in [
last week's segment will also sub- I
mit recommendations to her within j
the next several months. j
Although TCN and the
Learning Corridor have been
placed on the back burner and are
now either not operating or there is
no longer a strong affiliation with
Trinity, the administration has now
recognized Trinfo Cafe as a valu-
able asset to the school. Trinfo is
now not only one of the most val-
ued programs, but it is also the sin-
gle most visible program that illus-
trates Trinity's connection to the
community. Carlos Espinosa is the
manager of Trinfo, and had some
reservations about the recent plans
of the administration in relation to
urban engagement. But after
recent meetings with the adminis-
tration, Espinosa is pleased to
report that the condition of Trinfo
is being taken care of by the
school.
There were promises made to
Espinosa in the spring in relation
to funding and staff, and the only
questions that remained were
whether or not the administration
would keep these promises. But
after bis two-day meetings with
the administration last week, it
seems as if the school is staying on
track with Trinfo and delivering on
all of their promises. The adminis-
tration has finally learned that the
urban engagement program is
what distinguishes the school from
the other NESCAC schools, not
the global initiatives program.
"Places like Yale build walls to
create a buffer," Espinosa com-
mented, "Trinity didn't do that,
they helped build the Learning
Corridor, Trinfo, TCN, all of
which were not about the academ-
ic-urban stuff, it was about
engagement, and Trinity received
credibility among [many of the]
schools in the country." Since
other schools' programs abroad are
more established than Trinity's,
according to an inside source,
urban engagement is the key to
maintaining Trinity's image as a
unique and influential NESCAC
college.
The present state of the Trinfo
facility is the same as it has always
been, if not better. Although it has
taken a while for the program to
build its credibility up to what it is
now, it was always an integral part
of the school. "[Trinfo] very much
was the model [for urban engage-
ment], it wasn't perfect, and it was
definitely a work in progress, but it
was very different [to keep it
although it was on shaky grounds
than] scrapping the whole thing."
But it seems that, amidst specula-
tion, that the administration is not
willing to "scrap" the entire thing.
"Students from Trinity are now
able to work in the program and
according to Espinosa, "They can
provide free services [like helping
people develop technology in their
business] to residents of South
Hartford, that's where the future of
Trinfo lies and what its reputation
is based on.
"The intermediate period is
getting students to do this teach-
ing, train the people on the pro-
grams they've created," Espinosa
explained, "that's the connection
to the core mission of the college
with students applying critical
analysis and learning programs
and stuff, the engagement side [is
the fact that they are able to] teach
English and Spanish [to local resi-
dents]." In the past, facilities like
Trinfo have been disregarded as
inferior and irrelevant to the
school's mission and image, but
now the administration has real-
ized that there are services that
Trinity students provide through
these programs, especially now
Trinfo, which then relates to aca-
demic work and to the core mis-
sion of the College.
Is It Too Late?
Despite the multi-faceted plan-
ning initiative of the Cornerstones
Project last year, the current com-
mittees deliberating the urban rela-
tions question and the construction
of the Community Sports
Complex, some are asking if per-
haps Trinity has fallen behind sis-
ter institutions and is relying too
heavily on past successes in its
publicity and rhetoric.
Nearly all offices or programs
with a community learning or
urban emphasis have downsized in
staff and funding and some centers
have outright closed and their serv-
ices terminated or relocated to
other areas. For example, 13 indi-
viduals reported to Director of
Urban Initiatives James Trostle just
last year - the number has since
shrunk to six following the closing
of the Cities Data Center, Center
for Neighborhoods and loss of
administrative support staff for
community learning initiatives. In
the Office of Community and
Institutional Relations, the staff has
fallen from five to three since the
opening of the Learning Corridor
and sources have said no plans
exist to fill the Vice President post
left by Connecticut Lt. Gov. Kevin
Sullivan anytime soon,
Trostle and other sources indi-
cated less resources and attention
were placed on the "human rela-
tionships" and "little things" after
the brick and mortar phase of the
Learning Corridor. "Now that the
buildings are up, how do we take
advantage?" Trostle asked. He
explained the College did sponsor
"meet and greets" between
Corridor teachers and Trinity fac-
ulty, but the relationships need to
be taken more seriously, Visiting
Assistant Professor of Educational
Studies Barbara Henriques cur-
rently holds a part-time post as
Coordinator for School
Partnerships to assist in the interac-
tion between institutions, but it is
unclear if the position will contin-
ue.
Another source suggested the
Learning Corridor's partial failure
in providing affordable meeting
facilities for community groups as
originally promised has damaged
good will between the community
and the College, and it may not be
so easy to repair. A similar promise
has been touted for the Community
Sports Complex and, as Director of
Community and Institutional
Relations Jackie Mandyck points
out, the difference this time is that
Trinity will have greater control in
owning the building and specific
funds and grants call for communi-
ty accessibility. Approaching the
opening date in early Fall 2006, it
see CITY on page 8
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City Opportunities Not Lost
continued from page 7
will be imperative to make sure
meeting rooms are ready along
with the.hockey rink.
Trinity must commit to the bet-
terment of Connecticut's capital
through all possible avenues. Its
survival as an institution is directly
dependent upon Hartford's ability
to pull out of a economic and
social decline since the white flight
of the 20th century. Billions of dol-
lars in investments are being
poured into downtown as we speak
and now is the time for the College
to assume its full role as a respon-
sible civic leader in the city. We
have passed up many opportuni-
ties, but they are not lost. Sources
at the front lines of community
relations have emphatically
described the community's admi-
ration for Trinity and its resources,
and those bridges are far from
burned.
The loss of soft money has
thrust the urban commitment ques-
tion to the forefront of Trinity's pri-
orities. The deans and upper
administration have already decid-
ed to split with the recommenda-
tions of the Urban Cornerstone
Advisory Committee to pursue a
unique, combined urban/global
model "to bolster" current urban
and global programs and bridge the
two areas. A center to act as a focal
point for all things urban and glob-
al is likely and a dean of urban-
global engagement is planned, but
effort for an exclusively urban
endowment.
The Office of Community
Service and Civic Engagement is
understaffed, even in light of
record participation in this year's
Do-It Day. The 'status quo' men-
tality in allocating minimal
resources to such an important part
of Trinity cannot continue, as
NESCAC rivals and other institu-
tions are pulling ahead with sub-
stantial urban endowments, even if
the surrounding area consists of a
small town. Just a few years ago,
this College's urban dedication
was regularly compared to the
much larger University of
Pennsylvania and featured on the
front pages of The New York Times
and The Hartford Courant. Student
interest in community service has
not wavered, but an overarching
vision and motivation is necessary
to bring back and sustain the
urban-committed atmosphere.
On the curricular side of urban
studies, the successful Community
Learning Initiatives (CLI) program
has led to 35 courses with commu-
.nity learning components, and 50
to 60 percent of graduating seniors
have participated in at least one of
these. In fact, Trinity boasts more
CLI classes than much larger uni-
versities. However, Trostle noted a
declining trend in urban curricular
interests in the past three years.
The decline must be reversed if a
majority of Trinity graduates are to
of the resources and opportunities
in the capital city.
In pursuing a true urban
motive, Trinity can capitalize on
present opportunities with Hartford
and community groups and ensure
long-term and mutual good will.
But perhaps the potential impact of
Trinity on its city declined decades
ago, when many faculty and their
children left for the affluent sub-
urbs of Greater Hartford. The
result has been an unfortunate loss
of intellectual knowledge and
skills for die city and less interest
from the faculty in regard to public
schools and the general well-being
of the city's atmosphere. A faculty
member who has experienced this
fundamental shift noted mat the
College did not prioritize the prob-
lem and now "we are not there in
numbers to make a big difference."
According to the Trinity Directory,
approximately 40 out of over 200
faculty currently call Hartford their
home — a sharp contrast to the sub-
stantial residential presence of pro-
fessors around Yale in New Haven
and Brown in Providence.
Trinity College can build a
sports complex for the community
and encourage long-term* civic
engagement among students, but at
the end of the day, the College's
overwhelming intellectual
resources and insight do not make
their way back into the city's char-
acter. Only when we achieve this
will Trinity truly be an activist for
&hetter tomoccQW JTY-1
Academic, Social
Aspects Juxtaposed
continued from page 1
fraternities, being subjected to
comments like "What kind of
[expletive] school do we go to?",
"This is not [expletive]
Wesleyan.", "I get A's and I'm get-
ting trashed.", and "I used to love
Trinity before I had to deal with
[things] like this."
"I thought they were making a
really good point," one student
commented, "but I wish they had
explained themselves better. I wish
that they had also made it more
inclusive, if there point was to
show people a way out of the booz-
ing culture, then they should have
something more interactive. I don't
think [this event] accomplished
everything it could have."
The group believes it is still too
early to determine whether the
demonstration was successful.
"The success of this demonstration
is contingent upon the dialogue
and the changes on this campus
that will, hopefully, take this event
as their point of departure," said
the statement, "We hope that the
initial response from students on
Vemon Street will not be the final
response."
Though there remains through-
out campus much confusion con-
cerning the group's message or
intent, Miller explains that that is
exactly what the group was trying
to achieve.
'This is an explosive demon-
stration, not one of alternatives,"
Miller commented, "We are
exploding what is already there
and the idea is to give thought
that's been seriously lacking to
what happens on weekends here.
We don't feel comfortable taking
an elitist position on what's better,
we think that the starting point for
reaffirmation should be in fully
evaluating what is."
Sam Lin
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RAVE REVIEWS FOR OUR MBA
The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA program
continues to prepare business professionals for the realities of
management in global, technology-driven work environments
in specializations such as;
• MBA WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN ACCOUNTING, CIS, FINANCE,
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, MARKETING
• M B A - CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYST® TRACK
• M B A IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT
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Ouinnip iac University offers graduate programs in 17 distinct
disciplines. Whether you are interested in our AACSB nationally
accredited business program, the master of arts in teaching (MAT)
program or one of the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism
and interactive communications programs, all have been designed
to thoroughly prepare you for a professional career. For more
information, call 1-800-462-1944 o rv i s i twww.qubn ipsac .edu .
QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
Hamden, Connecticut
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B & G Denies Students' Problems with Dorm Heat
continued from page 1
she explained. "We know that can't
happen so we do the best we can.
Would additional staff be helpful?
Sure it would; but we live in a time
where we have to make smart
financial decisions that don't com-
promise the level of services it
takes to keep the campus running."
Over the past few weeks, B &
G has responded to a number of
heating and hot water concerns
from students, especially residents
of Jarvis and Summit East. Katz
said that the heat is on in all the
buildings right now, and currently
B & G has no outstanding work
orders for heating problems. She
also explained that just because a
person calls in and says that the
heat is not on does not mean that is
true. "The heating system at the
College works well and as with
any mechanical systems we have
occasional problems," she said. In
most heating cases, B & G has
attributed the problem to heat
valves that were shut off or bro-
ken, or thermostats that weren't set
properly. "In no case this year
have we left students for days
without heat," Katz stated. "There
are times when we have to get
parts to fix a problem, but usually
we have a delay at most of one or
two days."
The standard "set point" for
heat is 72 degrees fahrenheit,
which Katz says is well within the
national average of 68-72 degrees
fahrenheit. Fluctuating New
England weather and the number
of windows a particular room has
are factors that also affect the heat-
ing system. "In many buildings the
central system pumps out heat
when the exterior temperature falls
below [the set point]," explained
cold night Rose called Campus
Safety, who ended up offering her
a space heater, which is prohibited
in residence halls. The next day,
Rose's mother called the First-
Year Office and B & G workers
were in her room within 20 min-
utes. Still, Rose wishes the situa-
I feel like my high school could fix prob-
lems more efficiently than Trinity has
-Molly Rose '09
Katz. "If the outside temperature
rises significantly the heating sys-
tem scales back."
This past week, a resident of
Summit East called B & G to tell
them that her heat wasn't working
and that one of her window shades
was broken. The receptionist
asked for the student's name and
room number and said the problem
would be fixed as soon as possible.
When the girl's heat still wasn't
working the next morning, she
called B & G again. Two hours
later, the student returned to her
room to find that her heat was on
and the broken shade had been
replaced.
Indeed, persistence seems to
work. Molly Rose '09, a Jarvis
resident whose heat wasn't func-
tioning properly last month, told
her RA and her area coordinator
about the problem, but nobody
responded initially. Finally, one
tion could have been handled bet-
ter. "I went to a really small high
school, and I feel like my high
school could fix problems more
efficiently than Trinity has," she
said.
Communication between B &
G and the community seems to be
the biggest concern students have.
Some residents have reported that
they have called B & G for a heat-
ing problem and have not had any-
one respond for a few days.
Shahzad Ahmed '08, who is an
RA in Jarvis and has called B & G
recently to report heating prob-
lems and ceiling leaks, said, "I
don't know why it takes such a
long time and multiple phone calls
to get them to come ... [because]
when they finally do come to fix
the problem, it is usually taken
care of." Another RA in Jarvis said
that she wishes B & G would keep
residents aware of problems in the
building more often. "I'm an RA
and I have no clue what's going to
happen next in Jarvis. I just don't
know why they're being so secre-
tive about everything."
Christina Chavez '07, an RA
in Hansen, which had air condi-
tioning problems this September,
agreed that better communication
would help students be more
understanding of B&G difficulties.
"Don't forget about the students,"
she said.
When students have a problem
in their dorms concerning heating,
light fixtures, or any other issue
that would concern B & G, the
best thing to do is to call B & G
directly, tell them the problem, and
ask for a work order number. That
way, if the student isn't satisfied
with the response time he or she
can call back, give B & G the
number and get an update of
where they are in regards to fixing
the problem. The current work
order system is manual, but Katz
says she is investigating ways to
upgrade the system so a person
would be able to fill out and track
the progress of a work order
online.
Perhaps the problem that is
most challenging to B & G work-
ers is the amount of vandalism that
occurs on campus. When workers
have to spend their time repairing
broken water fountains or shat-
tered windows, less time can be
spent responding to other issues at
Trinity. "Every week we have to
go into dorms to fix broken walls,
windows, busted light fixtures,
garbage that is strewn throughout
the floors, kicked in water foun-
tains and such that are all damaged
purposefully by the people who
live and visit the residence halls,"
said Katz. "If I could recapture the
time I have to send people out to
repair vandalized property and
[instead] have them focus on
maintenance and upgrades the
campus would be even more beau-
tiful than it is. It's an unfortunate
thing, but when people party they
also break things and we have to
respond."
Katz also pointed out how spe-
cial her staff at B & G is and noted
how determined they are to help
make Trinity a unique place. 'The
people who work in facilities,
from the custodians, to grounds
keepers and skilled-trades people
are the hardest working people on
campus," she said. "They take
pride, in their work and nothing is
more important to them than keep-
ing Trinity working."
Students agree. "I think [B&G
workers] are very undervalued
here, the cleaning workers espe-
cially," said one Summit East resi-
dent. "The woman who cleans my
dorm is exceptional; she's very
friendly and professional. I have
no complaints about B & G
because they always seem to just
want to do their job."
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Trinity Student Dives into the World of Blind Dating
$% Lo-tfe
ED WALTERS
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
As we parted ways, my date made me
promise to reveal none of what actually
transpired over the course of the evening.
Despite the anonymity granted by the
Tripod, she feared that somehow our iden-
tities would be revealed and that her politi-
cal aspirations would be quashed. I told
her that she was being paranoid and, addi-
tionally, that she was. ruining the very point
of a newspaper-orches-
trated Blind Date: awk-
ward moments of small
talk and silence punctuat-
ed every now and then by
uncontrollable urges to
lick the other person's
face. Hard.
But she wouldn't
back down, remaining
intimidating and knife
wielding until I swore before her pagan
gods that I wonld keep my mouth shut.
Perhaps she failed to realize as I knelt
before the stone alter of Hestia that she
kept under bed that I was a Christian con-
servative. And thus believed her to be infe-
rior as a woman and completely soulless as
a representative of Man.
So discount whatever the pagan writes.
Here's what actually happened on our blind
date.
Over a series of e-mails, we finally
agreed on sushi. Fuji Sushi. We planned
on meeting at 7 p.m. in front of Mather. I
arrived at 5:45 with flowers, eager to
impress her with my punctuality and
charm. Unfortunately, however, over the
hour in which I waited for her to arrive, I
somehow managed not only to lose the
flowers but also somehow to end up totally
covered with whipped cream and smelling
strongly of bourbon ... in the Cave kitchen.
After a frantic dash
| back to my room to fresh-
en up, I made it to the front
of Mather to meet my date
with only minutes to spare.
She was beauty incarnate.
Helen on Earth. No pre-
marital sex, I told myself.
Don't even think about it
you f—ing original sinner.
After several forced smiles and minutes of
small talk as I waited for her to get money
from the ATM for our meal, we walked to
my car.
In a fit of nervousness before the date,
I had shot-gunned five beers. During the
walk to the car, this sad fact became entire-
ly too apparent. As I chivalrously opened
see DAVID on page 13
10 Ten
Reasons Why We
Love Homecoming
10. Drunk alumni from the class of '50.
Especially when they hit on you. Sorry guys,
we're not all Anna Nicole Smith.
9. Thousands of cute puppies. And the cute
boys that bring them.
8. The stuffed mushrooms at Psi U. Their food
is better than their beer.
7. Customized shirts; sweatshirts; beer cozies,
and ... underwear?
6. Party games during daylight hours.
5. Football ... we guess ....
4. Boston's "More Than a Feeling." Especially
lovely wafting over the quad in the wee sunlit
hours of Saturday morning.
3. Dancing on top of cars. Especially cars that in
their original form used to house machine guns
and lots of muscled men in uniform.
2. That we're better than Wesleyan. At foot-
ball, anyway.
1. Tailgating.
Student Braves the World of Blind Dates and Survives
HALEY KlMMET
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
When I first saw the ad calling for
Trinity students to go on a blind date in the
Tripod, I was surprised to realize that the ad
was actually of interest to me. This was
quite a revelation considering
I'm actually pretty terrible at
dealing with vaguely
awkward situations.
Nonetheless, week after
week of Mather dinners
had taken its toll on me
and I was ready for a
free non-Trinity dinner
courtesy of the Tripod.
After all, how terrible
could a blind date really
be?
Several days after
replying to the ad, I
received an e-mail reveal-
ing the identity of my blind
date. I might add, however, that my room-
mates discovered who my blind date was
before I did, and relentlessly made fun of
me with comments such as "I know some-
thing you don't know..." and the likes. So,
being the genius that I am, I took advantage
of this token of knowledge, as they didn't
know I had received an email telling me the
identity of my blind date. I made up a story
about a strange dream the night before
about a classmate from grade school who,
coincidentally, had the same last name as
my blind date. When I told them later, my
formerly not so gullible roommates reluc-
tantly admitted I had gotten them pretty
good, having been momentarily convinced
that I was almost psychic.
Now that I had the name of my blind
date, I realized that the possibili-
ties were endless. Thanks to
the wonderful world of
Facebook, I had the option
of learning every minute
detail about this person
whom I would be eating din-
ner with. I reminded myself
that this was a blind date, and
it wouldn't be fair to
facebook-analyze
someone when I
would shortly be able
to judge and critique
them to my heart's desire in person. This
personal goal of abstaining from facebook
didn't get me very far though, because two
hours later, I found myself cruising face-
book and "unintentionally" looking at my
blind date's Facebook profile.
When the day of the blind date arrived,
see DECIDEDLY on page 13
Stinky Trees on Campus
Make for Olfactory Hell
JOANNA HECHT
MANAGING EDITOR
Autumn brings with it many distinct
sensory experiences in New England: the
beautiful colors of the trees turning, the
smell of the fallen leaves, the feeling of
crisp, cool air. Here at Trinity, we get our
own "rich" fall experience, courtesy of a
few heady frees outside of the Raether
Library and the Admissions building.
Known affectionately as "pukeberry,"
"stinkberry," or "shitberry" trees, these
infamous campus beauties produce pun-
gent seeds that make walking to the library
an experience. Sure, we've all felt waves
of nausea about that huge paper on Dante,
but it's nothing compared to the vomit-
inducing experience of walking by a puke-
berry tree.
The presence of these trees slips my
mind every year. So, inevitably, there is
that one day in October when it first feels
like autumn, and I'm enjoying a stroll to
the library, newly motivated to get some
work done by the cool air and the inexpli-
cably academic feeling that emanates from
falling leaves. I pass Mather, reveling in the
smells and sights of the changing season.
Suddenly, my deep breaths seize; I gag on
the stench that is somewhere between Sex
Panther and raw sewage. Yes, the leaves
are turning, and the pukeberries are in
bloom.
Other than their questionable olfactory
value, the nuts from these trees pose a legit-
imate safety issue. The squishy flesh
smushes beneath the shoes of unsuspecting
passersby, creating a slippery hazard. And
it's hard to recover from an embarrassing
spill in the middle of a path when you're
reminded of it for hours later as the scent
lingers on the sole of your shoes. One stu-
dent, who wishes to remain anonymous,
walked around for hours after spearing a
juicy little nut with her heels, wondering,
"What's that smell? Did they plant more
foul-smelling trees in the PsiU parking lot?
Why is everyone standing so far away?"
As you may have suspected, the rest of
the world has a different name for these
offensive-smelling members of our cam-
pus: officially, Gingko biloba, and unoffi-
cially, Maidenhair. The Chinese name for
the tree is ya-chio-tu. It means "tree with
leaves like a duck's foot" - which sounds
harmless enough. They are solely the prod-
uct of cultivation; they are not found any-
where in the wild. Yes, that's right: Trinity
chose to plant these trees on our campus.
Indeed, in most places in which the
trees are planted, the stench is not an issue.
Now, I've seen gingko trees in many places
and I'm quite sure that not all of them
smelled this badly. So Trinity, with its
overwhelming luck that results in dorms
falling down while we're struggling to pay
the bills to keep the electricity running, got
the only stinky gingko trees on the face of
the planet. Or there is another reason that is
far less entertaining but far more plausible.
I walked to the library to do some research
and was so focused on figuring out just
what made these trees reek that I choked
yet again when I got within 25 feet of the
see WHAT'S on page 12
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Around Trinity
Hummer Hop
Like many of you fine young Trinity students, AT
spent the (relatively) early hours of Saturday morn-
ing indulging in Homecoming revelry in the Hansen
parking lot. AT was quite tame and responsible, rely-
ing upon other people to provide entertainment. AT
was not disappointed when AT witnessed a very
large man dancing his heart out on the roof of a
Hummer. Despite the fact that Hummers used to be
military issue only, AT thinks that even this civilian
version of a tank couldn't stand up to Trinity levels
of partying.
Do Not Sit On Railings While Intoxicated
AT was at a certain Allen Place social organization on
Saturday night enjoying the company of friends
when AT realized a trip to the loo might be a good
idea. AT is a small person and couldn't see much
while struggling up the stairs, but AT was able to
hear a iarge clatter when a girl fell backwards off of
the balcony railing. AT made sure that she was okay
before indulging in a quiet giggle, but AT wants to
warn that balcony railings are dangerous while drink-
ing.
Pants Off
As far as AT is concerned, the weekend starts on
Thursday. So while AT was on the "Wrong Walk" on
Thursday evening, AT was not surprised to see young
reshers partying hard. AT was, however, surprised
to see a girl with her pants down peeing right next to
the door into Jarvis Towers, screaming "Everyone has
seen a vagina before!" AT thinks maybe, maybe not,
but not everyone wants to see yours. So everyone,
keep your pants on and next time try to use the loo.
What's That Atrocious Smell?
Campus Mea Cuipa
BRIE SCHWARTZ
FEATURES WRITER
I awoke Homecoming morn-
ing feeling like it was the first day
of Hanukkah. The sun was shin-
ing, the air was crisp, and Journey
was playing softly in the back-
ground. I crept into the common
room in my footy PJs to see if any
presents had been left by our food
shelf and instead found some
empty beer cans, several headless
dollar store. African sculptures,
and a pouch of Franzia's finest
sitting outside of its cardboard
box. I decided that this was
enough to be thankful for and
immediately alerted the alum who
I had graciously housed the night
before that it was time to start
drinking.
Unfortunately, I got to a bit of
a late start so by 11 a.m. when I
was still sober I marched my way
over to the sisterhood where I
polished off a little bottle of cele-
bration. I was pumped. I heart
taUgating at college. It's like tail-
gating at a concert except you
actually know everyone and a
love of Dave Matthews and mari-
juana is not the only thing bond-
ing you.
Sadly, my holiday cheer wore
off minutes into the morning,
when I got confronted by the fact
that I was allegedly a bad person.
I was initially going to write an
apology to all of those that I have
similarly exploited and made
involuntary subjects of my arti-
cles. I was going to say that I was
sorry for unearthing personal
things that probably should have
remained in the confines of the
bedroom.
But then I realized, it's the
Tripod. With all due. respect, I
think it's a fabulous publication,
but you can't take the well-inten-
tioned but poorly thought out
things a girl writes too seriously.
Collegiate hook-ups are absolute-
ly ridiculous. Without a sense of
humor and the ability to laugh at
yourself and the situation, you
can't say anything.
After all, I was just reporting.
I was just writing what I know
and what I know is how to attract
the quirkiest people who'll give
me fodder for some" interesting
stories. But perhaps the latest
victim was right. Maybe I did go
a little over board last time or
maybe I just have to remind
myself that the readership of the
newspaper is bigger than just the
editor and me. i
Sophomore year I dated a boy
who was the constant focus of my
literary ramblings. He was a
good sport about it. Mainly
because I never opened up to him
so if he wanted to know how I
was feeling about the relationship
he could read about it every
Tuesday along with the rest of the
campus. I don't know how Carrie
Bradshaw kept her articles away
continued from page 11
tree. Anyone who saw me proba-
bly thought I was having an
apoplectic fit. The embarrass-
ment simply made me more
determined, so with that putrid
smell still lingering in my nostrils
I started to research.
The problem is simple: Our
gender balance is off (and I'm not
referring to the skewed
male/female ratio in the PsiU
basement on Saturday night).
Different trees are of different
genders, and only female
Maidenhair trees produce those
little orange bundles of stink that
we (or at least I) dance down
paths to avoid stepping on. Since
the trees thrive in the high salt
content in the soil that comes
from city pollution, they are
planted in many urban areas;
however, they typically stick with
the male of the species. Trinity,
unfortunately, didn't plan so far
ahead, as is made abundantly
clear anytime you stand down-
wind from one.
Or did we? I know I've won-
dered on many a Sunday morning
why there were people voluntari-
ly picking up the cherry-shaped
bulbs that fall from the trees.
Despite the stench that emanates
from the tree's nuts, Gingko is a
valued medicinal ingredient. It
improves circulation, which is
particularly beneficial to the eld-
erly. But don't go popping them
whole-.'tKe outer flesh is actually
poisonous.
Perhaps it was gingko's
medicinal properties that prompt-
ed B & G to make these dubious
additions to our campus, or per-
haps they simply disregarded
warnings of a pungent odor.
Maybe it was their supposed mag-
ical abilities. In their defense, it is
difficult to determine the gender
of this tree until it has grown to a
substantial size and starts produc-
ing its reproductive elements. I'm
a big fan of trees, but I think
there's a reason these gems are no
longer found in nature. I love
autumn in New England, but I
would much rather revel 'neath
the elms of Trinity than around the
gingkos.
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Braza: Brazilian Beef at its Best
continued from page 1
of entries so that each individual
can control the pace of their own
meal.
Simple Spanish style decor
sets the scene of this
Churrascqria. Stone tile floors,
sparsely accentuated white-
washed walls, and Shakira play-
ing in the background created an
ambiance that both acclimated the
consumer without detracting from
the main focus of Braza: its unbe-
lievable food. Upon being seated,
I was immediately directed to the
appetizer buffet table located at
the center of the restaurant.
Considering the slightly generic
strain of Chartwells I have
become accustomed to as a
Trinity student, this presentation
was a significant step up from the
daily dining options on campus.
Southwestern Bean Salad, dev-
iled eggs and shrimp cocktail
were just a few of the varied
offerings to kick off the meal.
However on the way back to my
seat I couldn't help but notice the
enormous horizontal rotisserie set
back within the restaurant. Taking
up almost an entire wall with the
different meats being prepared,
these giant spits subliminally sug-
gested that I was definitely going
to need to save room.
Back at the table I was met
with an additional spread of side
dishes intended to compliment
the main meal. More typical
choices like creamed spinach and
mashed potatoes were combined
with house specialties such as
Churrasco Salsa, Brazilian
Cheese bread, and crisp Yuca
fries made from the roots of the
cassava plant. The restaurant also
combined this root with crushed
mint, bacon, and garlic to create a
breadcrumb like mixture that was
sprinkled on top of the different
types of meat to additionally fla-
vor the major fare that was to fol-
low.
Churrascaria is the Brazilian
word for "steak house," and with
each course that the servers pro-
ceeded to bring to the table there
could be no mistaking that this
was the type of "home" I was
truly in. The first two dishes to be
debuted were two types of
sausage, chicken and linguica (a
mild, highly seasoned Portuguese
pork sausage) and heavily sea-
soned chicken wings. However,
the white meat, for the most part,
stopped there. The next dish, one
of the favorites of the night, was a
New York strip steak that could
have rivaled any medium rare'cut
you could find in the Big Apple.
This was followed by the dish
Picanha (Portuguese word for
"cut") the "noble part of the sir-
loin" according to our server and
seasoned with sea salt and lots of
garlic. Barbequed beef brisket
followed next- think grandma's
pot roast— which was so soft no
knife was needed to cut it.
Our table got a break from the
beef with the next entree being
Peru com Bacon (slow roasted
turkey breast wrapped in bacon)
but it was back to red meat with
the next two dishes being Perna
de Carneiro (fresh leg of lamb
sliced off the bone) and Tri-tipped
steak. Two different types of pork
followed. The first cut was a bit
dry and texturally was the only
slight disappointment of the
night, however this was com-
pletely remedied by its flavorful
counterpart of Lombo de Porco: a
house favorite pork loin crusted
with parmesan. The meal finished
up with Costela de Porco (pork
ribs), a heavily seasoned
Peppercorn steak, and on a lighter
note, some of the freshest salmon
I have ever had. After thirteen
delicious dishes I surrendered
turning my chip over to the red
side.
In the line of duty, despite
how incredibly full I was, I knew
I could not consider my
meal/review complete without
dessert. The sweet selections
ranged from flan to papaya cream
to chocolate torte, but I settled on
the house specialty of bunuelos:
fried dough filled with chocolate
paste. Just like dinner, dessert did
not disappoint and provided the
perfect end to a meal of unparal-
leled proportions. My only com-
plaint? Consumers are prohibited
from bringing leftovers home so
you have to go and experience
Braza for yourself. Needless to
say, I highly suggest you do.
Braza is located on
Farmington Ave. They are open
for both lunch and dinner seven
days a week. They also offer pri-
vate party ami catering services,
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continued from page 11
the front passenger door for my date, I mis-
judged the angle of my head in relation to
the door. Everything went dark.
I woke up confused and sweaty. Colors
tasted like sounds and sounds smelled like
for some reason the restaurant didn't cook
and that smelled like fish. I attempted to
complain but was stopped by my date. I
very politely told her that outspoken
women have a special place reserved for
them in Dante's ninth circle of Hell, but
As I also have two dogs, it cut to the very core of my
soul. She had me at "yellow." Lab.
KY Jelly. I tried to stand up but for some
reason could not. I tried to open my eyes
but encountered the same sort of resistance.
I heard laughter:
"Ha ha ha ha ha." It sounded sinister.
"What's going on?" I nervously asked.
"Welcome to my lair. You will never
escape from my Goblin City. Your baby
brother will forever remain mine. One day,
he will become the Goblin Prince, and
when he becomes the Goblin Prince, he
will eat your brains!" Wait a second.
Where was I? What happened to my blind
date? The car? Suddenly my eyes were
flooded with light. I beheld my captor:
David Bowie.
David Bowie? Uh oh. I had somehow
wound up in. the Labyrinth. I needed to
escape before he tried to make me his
princess.
While in the process of constructing an
escape plan, I was slapped awake by my
worried date. Relieved to be free from
David Bowie and the eighties, smarting
from a nasty headache, I readied myself for
a fantastic Japanese dinner.
Dinner was boring. We ate sushi that
that she was welcome to a place in my
kitchen. For some reason she took
offense.
I thought I was safe from seduction,
confident in my knowledge that a painted
face is a sign of a whore, and that all
whores charge much more than I care to
pay-
Wrong again! As we drove back to
Trinity, she revealed that the sake bombs (I
like to call them Freedom Bombs in honor
of our soldiers in Iraq) had gotten her very
drunk. She then said that she had two gold-
en retrievers. And that one had just died a
week earlier. As I also have two dogs, it
cut to the very core of my soul. She had me
at "yellow." Lab.
Not very in touch with my sensitive
side, I started calling her names like slut
and tramp because I was starting to like her.
Needless to say, it ended the date.
On the whole, it was a nice time, and
I'm glad that the Tripod gave me a chance
to explore my romantic side. I would defi-
nitely go on a date with her again. For a
girl who worships false idols, she's not that
bad.
to College
continued from page 11
I was admittedly nervous thinking of all the
potentially awkward situations that could
arise. I didn't dwell too much on this
uneasiness because before I knew it, it was
go time. As I was waiting in line at the
ATM to pick up a little extra cash, just in
case the date was so horrendous that it
required the services of the Yellow Cab
Company, I recognized an individual who
looked vaguely familiar. This familiarity, I
soon realized, was what I like to call
Facebook-familiarity. It was my blind
date. Don't deny it; I'm certain most of
you have also experienced this feeling at
some point during your Trinity career.
After a handshake and obtaining some
money, my blind date and I were off to our
destination at Fuji Sushi. Once at Fuji
Sushi, I felt right at home sitting amongst
what appeared to be a predominantly
stick skills - faced with the task of eating a
salad without the American luxury of a
fork. On top of this, my date and I had just
talked about his experiences backpacking
through Southern Asia. Clearly, he had the
chopstick skills which I was so terribly
lacking. After poking at my salad for a
while, I realized that chopsticks were just
not an option, and being an avid fan of free
food, I couldn't bear to give up eating a
salad. A fork was shortly requested from
the waitress.
The rest of dinner was enjoyable with
good conversation and some tasty sushi.
The date moved on with extremely low
incidence of awkward moments and/or
pauses. Here I was with a really friendly,
cute, and interesting guy who I probably
would not have met without the help of
the Tripod. Before I knew it, dinner had
passed and we were on our way back to
... there I was - a not so well-traveled student with
absolutely no chopstick sMUs - faced with the task of
eating a salad without the American luxury of a fork.
Trinity-filled restaurant. The date moved
on as we both talked about our daily lives,
our interests, our school work, etc. It was
surprising to find- that despite the fact that
we were both sophomores on a relatively
small campus, we had never met or spoken
before.
Soon, my salad arrived, sans utensils.
That's right, there I was - a not so well-
traveled student with absolutely no chop-
Camp Trin Trin. Fortunately, the Yellow
Cab Company's services were not need-
ed.
Once back on campus, we exchanged
your typical goodbyes and parted ways.
After imagining all the possible things that
could go wrong on a blind date, this was an
encouraging reminder that you really just
never know until you take a small chance.
Would 1 do it again? Probably.
WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW
EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS.
At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you'll find everything you need to succeed.
From a challenging yet supportive academic environment to faculty members who will
become intellectual colleagues. From live-client clinics to real-world externships. Plus
annual merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full tuition. For more information,
visit http://law.quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.
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• Outstanding faculty
• Rigorous acddcmic programs
• Mx concentiiirions
• Intensive experiential
learning opportunities
• Student fjruliv ratio iv-r
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Relationship Exposes and
Weird Alumni Encounters
continued from page 12
from the objects of her lust. I guess that's
why she had a TV show.
After being called "Tripod girl" last
night by some rnuscle-y men I'd never seen
before and after being told that boys were
becoming afraid of me because they didn't
want to be written about, I came to two
conclusions. One is that I 'm going to be
more sensitive to people's feelings even it
means that I have to sacrifice my journalis-
tic integrity. There have to be less self-
important topics out there that don't
involve booze, boys or binge eating; I just
haven't been able to find them yet. I'm
willing to take a hiatus from presenting
myself as a much bigger lush than I actual-
ly am (sorry to disappoint).
And two is that we need to be honest
here. People usually like attention, espe-
cially when it's anonymous attention. It's
like an inside joke that I unfortunately for-
get can be- unencoded by the masses. But
even so, like any other "news," things writ-
ten about become stale as soon as they get
published. Tabloids circulate daily for a
reason. However, if you're not intentional-
ly putting yourself out there as a celebrity,
I guess it's not really my place to make
your claim to fame: "boy who hooked up
with that random cheese girl." For that, I
am very sorry.
All of these things were floating around
my mind Homecoming afternoon as I dis-
tracted myself by making my way to any
alum I recognized and becoming best
friends with, "what was your name again"
U\
while trying to suppress the imminent beer
tears.
A great bunch attended. My neck was
molested by a 31-year-old who told me he
was bisexual and a kid who we fondly
referred to as "clap boy" during his tenure
at Trinity gave me a fabulous run-down on
his entrepreneurial skills. He was the first
person who had a positive response when
asked what they were up to post-gradua-
tion. My all-time fave returner was the
gentleman I had been adoring for some
time. However, he felt so insecure about
being considered lame because he was
back at college that he became suddenly
altered. I felt like I was in one of those teen
movies where the football captain who
wouldn't give the chunky girl the time of
day returns all hairy and suddenly wants to
make love.
It was sort of disappointing to realize
that another chapter was coming to a close.
Especially since I won't remember many of
the pages in this chapter any more than I
remember the fourth cup of grain punch I
had consumed by noon. Or at least that's
what I tell myself, so I don't get too upset
about things that, in the long run (or at least
by next weekend) don't really matter.
So for those of you who have been
unjustly slandered by me, please recall that
most of this is inconsequential and I mean
no offense to anyone. Here is my mea
culpa: I sincerely apologize. And in the
words of my father regarding his marriage
to my dear mother, "it was fun while it last-
ed." . . . ' • . . • • • • • • • •
I 'Benedict XVI and the
I Future of the Catholic Church
I ' ' • ' . • - • • • • . . . • • • ' •
I : a lecture by
I • ' Charles £• Curran
I Leading Catholic Moral Theologian
Wednesday, November 16, 2005
4:00 p.m«
McCook Auditorium, Trinity College
Book signing at Gallows Hill book store, 5s 15 p.m.
Join Charles Curran as he signs copies of his 2005 book,
"The Moral Theology Of Pope John Paul II."
Charles E. Curran, author, theologian,
ethicist, and Roman Catholic priest of
the Diocese of Rochester, New York, is
currently the Elizabeth Scurlock University
Professor of Human Values at Southern
Methodist University. Curran made
national headlines when his progressive
, stance on such contentious issues as
divorce, contraception and homosexu-
ality eventually led to his removal from
:
 Catholic University of America in
1986. He has been named the New
York Times Man in the News and
the ABC TV Person of the Week.
He has authored and edited more
fifty books in the area of moral
theology. His most recent
publication is The Moral
Theology of Pope John
Paul It (2005).
Sponsored by the Office of tho President and
Leonard E Greenberg Center for the Study ol
Religion in Public Uh.
Trinity College
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Pamplemousse just got dumped, and got dumped hard.
Granted, Pamplemousse was going to dump that greasy low-life
encute anyway, but that is beside the point. Pamplemousse takes
Pamplemousse's pain and uses it to strengthen Pamplemousse's
channeling skills. This week Pamplemousse has focused upon
new friends, new leaves, new hairdos, new celeb gossip and new
scents guaranteed to entice a new amour.
AQ.UAfU<JS
OAMUAay 20 -
Lately you've been feeLing Like you could
give N/|ary-kiate Oisen a run for her money
in disastrous relationship experiences, but
rather than give into the bitter feelings
try making the best of i t M ^ ^ as decided
to try a gLam red-headed look, why don't
you try to do the same?
Lucky 6cant ChamomiLe
PfSCGS
20
ELnjoy flirting With a few new people this
Week, because unlike in L2's World, you
can turn on the charm and share a coupLe
of dances With an attractive stranger
Without being Linked to multiple serious
partners. Take pleasure in your freedom;
you're fabulous and you deserve your fun.
Lucky 6dsrrh Ivjusk
2 1 - A P A - I L 13
£>ome couples are fated for cycles of
painful breakups followed by passionate
reunions. E>ut it's time to avoid the tempt-
ing reconciliation and -instead ask yourself
Why you really want to get back together.
If you notice any similarities in your logic
to Pam Anderson's, that's a bad thing.
Lucky .5cflnfc PLose
TAUGJJS
Aoft.iL 20 - MAy 20
Revenge doesn't aLways have to be bla-
tantly Vindictive. ELather than Letting your
rage go straight to your head, try channel-
ing your feeling towards a more mature
end Like Micole Rjchie. It Won't have the
same instant pleasure as keying their car,
but it is better long-term.
Lucky 6cent Coconut
• 21- O U N E 21
Lately you've had everyone guessing, "are
they or aren't they" more than the tabLoid
obsession over Jen and Vince. The time is
right to settle down and open yourself up
to a neW relationship so stop second-
guessing yourseLf and give yourself a
chance to be a truly happy.
Lucky £cenk Vanilla
O U N E 22 - Oucx 22
E»ono and Angelina have been doing it for
years but now more of your fave celebs
are taking up humanitarian do-good activi-
ties. pinaLLy jJolLyWood has made a trend
popular thai Won't fade With time. You
don't have to Work for the UNl to make a
positive change so get to i t
Lucky 6c«nfc Jasmine
OuL.y 23 - A U G U S T 22
Sometimes you think you know what's
best for your friends, but you need to ask
yourseLf if bossing other people around is
best for your friendships. \\o one Wants to
be toLd how to Live their Life unless your
name is klatie i-lolmes and your fiance
determines your every move.
Lucky 6cenfc Cinnamon
A U G U S T 23 - S E P T E M & E A . 22
E>reak-ups are rough for everyone but
jumping back into the dating pooL before
you're ready WiLl only make it Worse. If you
need any proof, just Look at what E>ritney
Wound up With after Justin. Instead, Let
your friends (those real, and those from
E>en £ Jerry's) take care of you.
Lucky 6cerrfc ChaneL No. 5
S E P T E M & E R . 23 - Ocro&Eft . 22
The hoLidays are rapidLy approaching so it's
time to forgive and forget. You don't want
to start the season of giving With a chip oh
your shoulder, a.nd if Vienna and Jude can
forgive each other than you can get over
Whatever problem has been driving a
Wedge between you and your loved ones.
Lucky Accnt Lavender
- MOUEM&ER. 21
<?nly time Will te l l what WiLl happen with
that new someone you have your eye on so
stop obsessing over every possibLe sce-
nario and just enjoy the ride. It WiLl be aLL
the more fun if you just relax and stop
being so uptight about making sure every-
thing goes perfectly.
Lucky icerrfc Peppermint
SAGCTTAfUUS
'. - D E C E M & E R . 21
Your cynicaL side has been getting the
best of you Lately but before you dismiss
yet another opportunity at Love or shy
away from a new job offer you should con-
sider what's making you so nervous. Take
a risk this Week and it may turn out to be
the best thing you have done in a whiLe.
Lucky £>cen\z grapefruit
DECEM&Eft. 22 - OAWUAftV 18
An old friend is going to reenter your Life
when you Least expect it. You've both
changed since you last saw each other but
this a great chance to reminisce about
your past memories. No matter how Long
you have been apart you can always con-
nect With a true friend.
Lucky 6cmb LJLy
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Tsoules and Chun Cap Off
Studio 47 Performances
out her silhouette.
Then the lights suddenly came on, and
Tsoules began her dance again. This time
she was still, striking a pose under a spot-
see LATEST on page 17
LAUREN TURLIK
ARTS WRITER
The final performance of the Seabury
47 series showcased the work of two
Trinity alumnae, Christina Tsoules '98 and
KC Chun '95 last Wednesday, Nov. 9.The
performance began
with a solo, chore-
ographed and per-
formed by
Christina Tsoules,
titled "Emergent
Premise," which is
a work in progress.
Tsoules entered the
studio in complete
darkness. Then she
began to dance,
still in complete
darkness. At first,
the audience could
only hear the
brushing of her
bare feet against
the studio floor and
her heavy but calm
breath. As she con
tinued to dance, the
audience members'
eyes slowly adjust-
ed to the dark and Nick Lacy
were able to make KC Chun dances in the dark last Wednesday.
American fiction Writers
Explore Return to Rel$on
LISA SAN PASCUAL
OPINIONS EDITOR
Last Thursday, Professor John
McClure from Rutgers University hailed a
new phenomenon of contemporary
American fiction called "post-secular liter-
ature." In these works, characters, often
outcasts and disillusioned by the unjust-
ness of modern society, turn towards small
'communities through quasi-religous bond-
ing where "religion is linked to progres-
sive politics." Unlike the existentialist
writers of the mid 20th century (i.e.
Lisa San Pascual
John McClure reads at Trinity.
Hemingway), fiction writers today are
striving towards a fragmented return to
religion. He traced this trend through
prominent contemporary works, including
Kushner's Angels in America and Toni
Morrison's Paradise.
Angels in America, according to
McClure, "opens us to the possibility of
mysterious agents and energies without
insisting on this." Angels in America is a
play in which homosexuals and AIDS vic-
tims find solace in one another by forming
a sort of brotherly band, mediated by pre-
ternatural powers. The title itself, Angels
in America, suggests the possibility of
heaven on earth, a visit from the infinite in
our flawed and fragmented society.
McClure emphasizes that in these stories
there is redemption without repentance -
characters turn, partially, to the divine, in
order to restructure lost bonds.
Toni Morrison's Paradise tells the
story of a banding together-of girls of dif-
ferent races and classes that "share a com-
mon history" of rape and violence in their
families. Through religious and mystical
experiences, their lives are transformed;
from "baby girl dreams" to those of "holyV
women." They are led from the con-
sumerist, prepackaged world of "ready
secular happiness" to a "ready secular
redemption."
McClure emphasizes that in these
works, characters are "converted through
catastrophe" and led, tearful and broken, to
the altar of some divine entity, seeking
sanctification. But their turning to the
divine is always a partial return, never
completed; religion is the means to an end
of social justice and equality. It's a "blend-
ing of Marxist, Freudian thought with kab-
balah mysticism and apocalpytical spiritu-
alism." McClure quotes Maclntyre, who
says that these literary figures "are not
waiting for Godot" - or God, in the famous
Beckett play - but a sort of user-friendly
see AGNOSTICISM on page 16
Dadaism Comes to Cleo
Absurdist Playing, Poetry, and Painting Make a Party
BEN SCHACHT
ARTS WRITER
Cleo hosted the Jesters, Trinity's
guerilla theater troupe, and their Cabaret
Voltaire, a production of Dadaist and
Surrealist theater this past Saturday. The
fantastic production involved dissonant
music, found poetry, short plays, body
painting, and audience interaction.
Cleo buzzed with the atmosphere of a
Parisian cafe as students came to enjoy an
evening full of provocative performance
art and obscure and confusing, but strange-
ly beautiful events. The Dadaist move-
ment protested the barbarism of World War
I and the bourgeois, intellectual rigidity of
current art; instead the Dadaists empha-
sized deliberate irrationality, nonsense,
and randomness. The night opened with a
deliberately but subtly distorted saxophone
piece by Chris Simpson '06. Claire Nasuti
'08 and Matthew Bamberg-Johnson '06
then read two different poems were read at
the same time. Just to make sure the audi-
ence could draw no meaning from the
poems, their reading was accompanied by
the sound of a ball bouncing.
Other readings focused on the idea of
chance or found text. Claire Nasuti and
Tina Nikolova '08 performed dialogues
from "English as a Second Language"
workbooks, reciting endless permutations
of inane English phrases. "Will you go to
work today?" was answered with "Maybe
I will; maybe I won't. We'll just have to
wait and see," as was the question "Will
your daughter be married soon?" and "Will
you go to the beach today?" and about ten
other questions. The Jesters seemed to
rejoice in the insignificance that we all
remember from high school language lab.
Carrie Edwards
The jesters relate the " Death of Dada."
Nikolova and David Calder '08 read
passages, sentences, or even single words
from books that they had stacked on either
side of the stage. Continuing this assault
on language, Nikolova, Calder, and Najeda
see JESTERS on page 16
ustinor center
Joseph Byrne, Pablo Delano & Patricia Tilhnan
Wednesday, Oct. 12 - Saturday, Dec. 3,
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
An exhibition featuring recent work by Patricia Tiliman, Pablo Delano, and
Joseph Byrne, faculty members of the Studio Arts program at Trinity. Tiliman will be
showing sculptures, Delano large-scale black and white photographs, and Byrne
paintings from the Bosco Sacro, and ancient grove in Monteluco Spoleto, Italy.
Department of Theater and Dance presents: Featured Dance Concert
Friday Nov. 18 7:30 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
Celebrating 35 Years!
A tribute to dance at Trinity
Announcing the Newly-Instituted Dance Pioneers Award
First Honoree: Cheryl Cutler, founder and former chair of the Dance Department at
Wesleyan University
Department of Theater and Dance presents: Open Master Classes
Friday, November 18 12:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Seabury Studios
Taught by Trinity alumni/ae and former faculty:
12:30p.m.-2:00p.m.: Pedro Alejandro: modern dance technique
2:15 p.m.-3:45p.m.: KC Chun: modern dance movement based on principles from
the Alexander Technique, Bartineff and Laban
4:00-5:30 p.m.: Christina Tsoules: intermediate level modern dance technique
Department of Music presents: Trinity College Concert Choir
Saturday, Nov. 19 - Sunday Nov. 20 - 8:00 p.m.
HamlinHall
Prof. Gerald Moshell conducts an eclectic program of madrigals, spirituals, operatic
finales, and Vaughan Williams's Toward the Unknown Region.
austinarts.org
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Military Recruitment Examined
continued from page 1
when recruiters use to their
advantage the fact that people
with fewer economic opportuni-
ties are most likely to enlist.
Enlisting is a more difficult
option to resist when plagued by
lack of opportunity and uncertain-
ty of the future. Latinos in partic-
ular are grossly under-represented
in the officer corps of the army,
while they are historically over-
represented in casualties.
El Soldado Razo shows what
can happen when people are
recruited into the military without
proper information about the
extreme and fatal consequences
that can occur. The bilingual play
recounts the last hours spent at
home by Johnny or Juan, a young
man who will soon go to war, and
his family. Johnny is filled with
pride at the thought of "being a
man" and going to fight in the
Vietnam War.
Although it is composed of
only a few very simple scenes, the
play proves to be an extremely
powerful piece. The mood shifts
abruptly from the happiness of a
celebrating family to shocking
scenes depicting the gruesome
truths of war. When the narrator
is Death itself, you know that the
ending can't possibly be a good
one. At the end of the play, Death
shoots Juan, calmly straightens
out his twisted corpse, and pro-
ceeds to tell the audience: "Juan
was killed in action; in, November
of 1965atChuylai."
There were six roles in the
play, and each one was voiced by
a Trinity student: Christopher
Moore '06 as Padre, Johnny's
father; Gonzalo Estupinan '07 as
Death; Monica Gould-Porras '07
as Madre; Liberato Jimenez '06
as Johnny; Yessenia Santiago '07
as Cecilia; and Daniel
Ramaroson '07 as Carnalillo.
What inspired these individu-
als to help broadcast the impor-
tant message in this play? "I
remembered that college is a time
when you are supposed to be
active and energetic about mak-
ing the world a better place," said
Jimenez. "Lately I've been self-
ish with my time, so I decided to
do this play for the benefit or
pleasure of anyone willing to lis-
ten."
It also struck home with some
of the students. "As a Mexican-
A m e r i c a n ,
this play
means a lot,"
says Jimenez.
"It was writ-
ten as a
response to
the exploita-
tion of a gen-
eration of peo-
ple I can iden-
tify with." On
a less somber
note, Jimenez
adds, "It was-
n't all selfless,
though. I
knew It'd be.a
lot of fun."
emphasized the benefit of using
the radio station as a medium,
saying that "Our radio station is a
great way to connect the college
with the Hartford community,
and so when I decided to produce
the show, I knew the WRTC air-
waves would be an ideal forum
for our message." You can listen
to WRTC, Trinity's radio station,
on 89.7 FM or online at
www.wrtcfm.com; Moore's show
is every Wednesday night from
10:30 to 12:30.
The first rendition of El
Soldado Razo went so well that
bigger plans for the play may be
in the making. "I feel we can
make this even bigger," says
Jimenez. "I'm thinking we can
put together an entire production
of the play." Watch out,
Broadway!
Sam tin
M o o r e Trin students perform El Solado Razo on WRTC.
The Jesters Introduce
Dada Cabaret to Trin
continued from page 15
Patolo '08 arrived on stage in
bowler hats and performed
Eugene Ionesco's short play
Salutations, which consists
almost entirely of adverbs. This
act was particularly enjoyable as
the words themselves became
lost in the repeated sound of "ly"
(As children of the '90s,
Ianesco's play was strangely
reminiscent of School House
Rock's "lolly, lolly, lolly, get
your adverbs here!").
The evening also featured
avant-garde dance and music.
Claire Nasuti and Liz Sharpe '08
performed a Bauhaus-style
dance, each of them wearing a
hemispherical pod on one arm.
According to David Calder "this
reflected the preoccupation with
shape that emerged from the
Bauhaus architecture school and
became a major part of Bauhaus
performance."
Liz Sharpe and Najeda Patolo
sang two different songs simulta-
neously while painting on each
other (and members of the audi-
ence). Chris Houlihan '09 and
Chris Simpson '06 performed a
keyboard-saxophone duet while
other performers did contact
improvisation in front of the
stage. Houlihan also performed
Debussy's "Claire de la Lune" on
a horribly out-of-tune piano
wff l le^mers^p |edrw^tIrTr
While Debussy's gentle and
beautiful impressionism was
swallowed up by the discordant
sty lings of an out-of-tune piano,
the music still possessed a
hauntingly beautiful quality,
effectively questioning typical
Western, bourgeois attitudes
toward what makes good music.
The evening wound up with
a recreation of the historical
"Death of Dada." During the
Dadaists' performance of an
absurdist play, several
Surrealists rushed the stage and
beat the participants with pipes.
On Saturday night, several
Jesters rushed from the behind
the audience wearing t-shirts
labeled "Surrealist" and wield-
ing pieces of Cleo banister.
While no one was injured in this
recreation, it certainly managed
to capture, in Calder's words,
"the cacophony of violence"
(perhaps typical of the French).
Overall, the whole perform-
ance came together perfectly,
with a large audience, a great
venue, and wonderful perform-
ances. Students really seemed
to take a lot away from the
event. Ben Miller '08 said,
"The Jesters are the best thing to
happen to campus recently.
Next to the African hip-hop
show, this was probably the
most cultural experience I've
mechanical ballroom dancing. transcendent."
Burton's Corpse Bride
Delivers Nothing New
KATY NOUN
ARTS WRITER
Tim Burton's Corpse Bride, with its
shadowy, elongated figures and haunting
music, is a Gothic tale of love and marriage
in a Victorian town. Tim Burton, fresh
from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory,
takes a turn for the darker and more
depressing, returning once again to the
stop-motion
animation that
made The
Nightmare
Before
Christmas a
cult classic.
H o w e v e r ,
despite a tal-
ented cast and
a poignant
script, Corpse
Bride does not
even begin to
measure up to
Nightmare's
strength.
The film
begins with
Nell and
William Van
Dort, a wealthy
merchant cou- The Corpse Bride fells in
pie looking for a way to climb the social
ladder. True to the Gothic style of the film,
the only logical solution to their problem is
to marry their son, Victor, to the local
impoverished aristocrat's daughter,
Victoria.
The cookie-cutter story follows the typ-
ical rules: both children desire to marry for
love, afraid of an arranged marriage. Upon
meeting, however, they fall in love, much
to the apathy of their parents. However,
when the skittish Victor is unable to recite
his vows at the rehearsal, he runs away to
the neighboring forest. There, he inadver-
tently places his wedding ring on an unusu-
ally shaped
twig and says
the vows aloud
p e r f e c t l y .
Much to his
(and not to our)
surprise, the
twig is actually
the finger of
Emily, the
Corpse Bride, a
beautiful ghost
who has been
waiting her
whole afterlife
for a husband.
The story fol-
lows a pre-
dictable path
from here.
Victor must
www.darkhorizons.com decide between
love with living Victor. living Victoria
and tragic Emily, a choice complicated by
the arrival of Barkis Bittern, Victoria's
mysterious and spooky suitor.
The vocal talents in this movie are
see CORPSE on page 17
Agnosticism Re-Written
Post-Secularists Stay Clear of Religious Fundamalism
continued from page 15
version of God, one that is both fully
accessible and all-accepting. The small
communities formed in these literary
enclaves are "a repository for values
unnurtured in society," a safe haven for
those who have been rejected by the main-
stream.
McClure then, importantly, asks: who
is the audience for this type of fiction?
Who hungers for the partial redemption
offered in the pages of neo-secular litera-
like a piece of tired sociology: mildly
interesting yet dissatisfying. To anyone
paying attention, it's clear now that our
yuppie and bohemian cultures are all but
indistinguishable. Who hasn't been paying
attention to the sudden explosion of kab-
balah, Buddhism, acupuncture, once the
exotic refuge of hippie leftovers, but now
the refuge of burnt-out SUV-driving execs
and New Yorker subscribers? McClure's
veneration of this new class of sacred/pro-
fane hybrids fails to account for the more
This may be less reflective of McClure's analysis and
more reflective of the notable dearth of Christian or
Islamic fundamentalism in today's mainstream fiction.
ture? He says it is for those in the "border
zone," the "beginners and in-betweeners,"
the ones who are ready to make the move-
ment out of social disillusionment into a
more immutable, unfailing authority. In a
world that is increasingly isolated and
"religiously unhoused," the neo-secular
literature offers "competing glimpses of
the sacred" that will have "practical
knowledge" and partial dedication. Ritual
represents consistency in a constantly
shifting world, but no judge; it's the world
of the hyper-individualist, hyper-egalitari-
tan "you're okay, I'm okay" attitude.
According to McClure, this literature
evades "the sacred enclosure of conscious-
ness" because it fears having to change its
lifestyle. It is an "amalgam of literature,
psychoanalysis and kabbalah, and what
offers itself as canonical Judaism does not
appeal to them."
Ultimately, McClure's analysis read
urgent presence that permeates our
sociopolitical culture today: Christian fun-
damentalism. McClure was strangely quiet
on the subject of Christian fundamental-
ism, which, for some untapped reason, has
failed to find its way into the & la carte
array of religions. In fact, McClure shies
away from talking about any kind of fun-
damentalism. But this may be less reflec-
tive of McClure's analysis and more
reflective of the notable dearth of Christian
or Islamic fundamentalism in today's
mainstream fiction.
The neo-secular tradition is summed
up in this quote by Tony Kushner: "I'm
sort of comfortable with the discomfort of
being an agnostic." The ethos of today's
society is summed up by "comfort with
who you are" in a highly humanist sense,
and artists have gathered around that ethos
of partial surrender and ultimate empower-
ment.
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latest Performances
Celebrate Trin Dance
continued from page 16
light on the center of the floor. A
recorded voice sounded and again
she began a new dance. She acted
out what the voice was saying,
occasionally speaking back: ask-
ing a question or answering one.
"She incorporated the text well.
The idea of a question was inter-
esting. I had never thought of it
before," said Diana Rice '09.
was decorated with sequins, and
the other with feathers.
The third piece was per-
formed by Christina Tsoules and
Kellie Lynch and titled "Stay." It
dealt with the issues of grief and
loss. The two muscular dancers
supported each other throughout
the dance, holding hands or sup-
porting the others' shoulders.
Although the music was calming
They partnered, mirrored each other
and syncrironized their steps to show a
variety of friendly and jealous emotions.
Her dance began thirteen
times and was inspired by the
question: what makes the begin-
ning of a dance have that begin-
ning "ness" to it? Her piece was
like an essay that was danced
rather than written. She gave cre-
ative examples and had a strong
opening statement when she
danced in the dark. Her beautiful
technique showed how graceful
and strong a modern dancer can
be. In the future, Tsoules plans to
create another dance about end-
ings.
The second dance was per-
formed by KC Chun and Jennifer
and classical, their movements
did not express tranquility, but
rather worry and stress. Their
dance was more strong than
graceful, and their faces were
tense rather than relaxed.
The fourth and final piece
was a solo by KC Chun titled
"Adieux." In contrast to her first
piece, she entered the studio in a
simple brown top and black
shorts. Her dance was acrobatic
and modern. It was interesting to
watch as she stomped her feet
and then followed it with deli-
cate footwork. "She was classi-
cally trained, but still her style
11
 * •*
Nick Lacy
Fluffy and Strings-a-lot dance together in Seabury.
Golonka. This brilliant duet,
titled "Fluffy and Strings-a-lot,"
showed the interaction between
two characters vying for atten-
tion from the audience. The first
of the five variations was the
most playful. The two dancers
used a combination of ballet and
modern techniques. They part-
nered, mirrored each other and
synchronized their steps to show
a variety of friendly and jealous
emotions. They danced to "I
Wanna Be Like You" from
Disney's The Jungle Book.
"They always had something
new to show through the music.
Their attention to the music, the
instruments, and the harmony
helped convey the mood and
style to bring it to life," said
Tyler Triggs '09.
Their movements were mes-
merizing, and their costumes
reflected their carefree and play-
ful attitudes; Their -costumes
were puffy, short dresses. One
was very humorous," said Ariana
Davis '09. At one point in the
dance Chun even blew a raspber-
ry .at the audience and fluttered
her fingers above,her head.
The entire evening was a suc-
cess. The talented Trinity alum
proved the strength of the dance
programs at Trinity College.
Christine Tsoules and KC Chun
will be performing again in the
35 Years of Dance Celebration,
along with other Seabury 47
dancers, like Deborah Goffe,
Judy Dworin, Michael Burke,
'and Pedro Alejandro. Tsoules
and Chun will also be offering
open master dance classes on
Friday afternoon in the Seabury
Studios. The Seabury 47 series
of performances have been lead-
ing up to the 35 Years of Dance
Concert this Friday,' Nov. 18 at
'7:30 in Austin Arts 'Center's
Goodwin Theater. All should
•> attend what will truly be an
a m a z i n g e v e n i n g o f dance.•••'•••••
Corpse Bride No Nightmare
Burton Needs to Blend Story and Presentation to Succeed Again
continued from page 16
exceptional. Johnny Depp, as
usual, is perfect for the role of
Victor, who bears a strange simi-
larity to Depp's live action char-
acter Edward Scissorhands.
Emily Watson, an actress
unknown to mainstream movie-
goers, is an ideal Victoria: meek,
gentle, and soft-spoken. Helena
Bonham-Carter as the Corpse
Bride is full of unbridled enthusi-
asm and convincing emotions.
Bonham-Carter is such a talented
actress that she steals the show,
whether she is playing Ophelia in
Zeffirelli's Hamlet or an ape in
Burton's god-awful Planet of the
Apes remake. Other notable voic-
es include Albert Finney and
Deep Roy (who have both
worked with. Burton before),
Tracey Ullman, and Christopher
Lee as the fanatical pastor.
One of the main problems
with the film was the music.
Danny Elf man, a gifted composer
who often works with Burton,
wrote the movie's score, which
ranged from upbeat Broadway-
like show-stoppers (complete
with choreographed puppets) to
sweeping orchestral pieces.
Some of the numbers, such as the
Bride's mournful lament "Tears
to Shed," were moving and actu-
ally quite heartbreaking, while
others, such as the opening
"According to Plan," left me stal-
ing at the screen in horror.
Burton's Corpse Bride had the
with a nicely packaged ending to
wrap it all up, but I think Burton
can do better.
Tim Burton has made a visual
masterpiece, a feast for the eyes,
and again, he has not met expec-
tations. His stories, while enter-
taining, fanciful, and even mov-
ing at times, simply do not make
a lasting impression. Planet of
the Apes was a disaster; Big Fish,
a noble try; and Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory, while enter-
taining, could not achieve the
emotional level of its predecessor.
Not since Sleepy Hollow in 1999
has Burton been able to success-
fully blend both story and presen-
tation, and until he manages to do
so again, his films will continue
to be mediocre at best.
potential to be an excellent film,
but by turning it into a cheap
cabaret he effectively crushed its
chances of success.
Burton's visual style, reminis-
cent of Edward Gorey's sketches,
is a welcome break from the con-
stant stream of generic computer-
generated movies and, like the
current Wallace and Gromit film,
should be seen simply for its
enjoyable presentation. At the
same time, however, it's frustrat-
ing that Burton cannot move past
his usual style. Whether animat-
ed or live-action, his films all
have the same aura: elongated,
unusual characters, elaborate sets,
and bizarre stories.
This is a man who has made
his career by making unusual
movies, and in
doing so, he has
made it the
everyday norm.
He needs to go
in another direc-
tion, to explore
new methods
and styles, and
maybe even find
new actors,
rather than rely-
ing on the usual
group. Don't get
me wrong, on a
superficial level,
1 enjoyed Corpse
Bi i<U' U w. is
witty and beauti- www.darkhorizom.com
fully presented, Victor is engaged to Victoria in Burton's latest.
Murderba II No v. 15
7:30 p.m..
The Disability Awareness Theme Housing Quad sponsors an exciting
new film at Cinestudio on the sport that has electrified fans and changed the
lives of its players: quad rugby. The best sports movie to come along since
Hoop Dreams follows the U.S. National team as it faces Canada in the 2002
Wheelchair Rugby Championships. "Original, outrageous and murderous
fun." Peter Travers, Rolling Stone Magazine. 86 min.
Corpse Bride Nov. 16-19
16-18 at 7:30 p.m. and 19 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Every day is a Day of the Dead in the delightfully macabre fairytale of
puppet animation from Tim Burton {Edward. Scissorshands, Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory). Johnny Depp provides the voice of Victor, a shy hero
who gets whisked down to the underworld when he mistakenly slips his
fiancee's ring onto the bony finger of a corpse (voiced by Helena Bonham
Carter). Hanging out with the non-living turns out to be so full of ghoulish
fun, he's not sure he ever wants to leave, "a funhouse gallery of dancing
skeletons, flyaway body parts and Charles Addams-style, trick-or-treat
atmospherics..." William Arnold, Seattle Post-Intelligencer. 76
Wal-mart: The High Cost of Low Price Nov. 19
11:30 a.m.
VOID (Voices Organized in Democracy ) sponsors this special, one-time
premiere screening of the new film that takes on Americais biggest and most
controversial employer. Director Robert Greenwald who took on Fox
Network in Outfoxed: Rupert Murdochis War on Journalism, takes the view-
er on a deeply personal journey into the every day lives of families struggling
to fight against a corporate goliath. Greenwald says of his new work: "Wal-
Mart is systematically destroying the fabric of our nation, pretending to be the
great American workplace while at the same time showing thinly veiled con-
tempt for working families, small business Owners, and the very people it
employs/. 99 min.
The 40-Year-Old Virgin Nov. 18-19
9:15 p.m. .
Buttoned-down Andy Stitz has got two mondo problems. The first is his
Siberia-sized lack of experience with the opposite sex. The second is his co-
workers at a Southern California electronics store, whose bizarro schemes to
get their friend a little action spring straight from their own clueless sex lives.
Steve Carell, of The Daily Show fame, is more than a one - note joke, espe-
cially when he finally comes up against a real, live woman, played by inde-
pendent film icon Catherine Keener {Being John Malkovich, Death to
Smoochy). Lewd, raunchy, but surprisingly romantic, it might be a great date
movie, if it wasn't for that scene with the body wax. l l lmin.
cinestudio.org
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The Interfaith Council
presents:
got thanks?
Join us for
a Thanksgiving festival
of multicultural cuisine
and, of course, turkey!
Sunday Nov. 20
6:30 p.m.
Washington Room, Mather Hall
SPRING BREAKERS
Book Early and Save
Lowest Prices Hottest Destinations
BOOK 15= 2 FREE TRIPS OR CASH
FREE MEALS PARTIES BY 11/7
Highest Commission
Best Travel Perks
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
Spring Break 2005- Travel with STS,
•Anterloa's^l StudentvTqior Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, AcapuJco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring on-
catnpus reps. Gall for group dis-
counts. Information/Reservations 1-
800-648-4849 orwww.ststravel.com.
Students, Faculty; Advertise in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters
or someone to rake your leaves? Want
to sell furniture or appliances from
your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classified sec-
tion for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
^inquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu
Chapel Happenings
TUZSVAY, hJov. 15
12 noon/ Scripture* Study -
4:30 p. »i. iliicLtuttim> of LKa
L rypt Chapel'
5:00-6.00 p.m: Twilight Tuesday
Concert featvwLtvf J
College/ Orqcwti&t cw\d/Director
THURSDAY, h)ov. 17
6130-7:30 p.m. Z€hJ Meditation/ - Crypt
Chapel/ - Instruction/Cyheld/from/
6:30-7 p.m. foUoMied/by medCta/
their webiCte/ at
www.trinityfrew-orgs for more/
CnformatCon'
r Trinity
Com/Wtmitv withl.'D.
9:30 p.m/. BAh'QUfT - a- tfudentUd/
praye*~ service' euwt feUowihip
MV, Mov.^ 16;
12 noon/flom&n/ Catholic HOMS -%rypt
Chapel
5:00-7:00 p.vyv Cardlon-Ic4<lorw - Chapel
Tower
- cvypxr
Chapel/alcove/ '
SUNDAY, h)ov. 20 .
5:15 p.mi Thcmki^iMinjQ'Veip&ry
Mu&C&by ChapeLSingeri'
Sermon/ty Ch^laCn/HeiirchmaYv
Holy Ccnnmujxion/foUowy in/the/
Crypt Chapel
9:00 p.wu KomOsn/C&tholLc/Majfr - Main/
Chapel
vi&Ct owr \i'eT>- jijte'at: www.trinc&U/.edu/chapel' for worship service/
on/ Chapeh eventy
6ui&hn<?H Events
Blind Boys of Alabama
Nov. 15
7:30 p.m.
Tickets $22.50-$42.50
Ravishing Rachmaninoff
Nov. 18
8:00 p.m.
Tickets $18-$60
Christy Carlson Romano with
Special Guest Greg Raposo
Nov. 25
7:00 p.m.
Tickets $20-$32.50
EATURED
EVENT
"THE STREAK:
/ TRINITY VS. WILLIAMS" \
' Produced and Broadcast by CSTV ^
Thursday, Nov. 17
4:30- 6:00 p.m.
Cinestudio
Followed by a Question and Answer
session with Trinity Football Coach Chuck Priore
, t
• ' • • ' • ' * - ^ :
ffif*'^-1
' • • &
• " « • * • ; ;•
an ;3i
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Hauling Howe Back to Ferris
Women's Squash Determined to Regain Their Seat atop the Ladder.
JASON ACUNZO
SPORTS WRITER
Walk into the Ferris Athletic
Center through the gates and you
will be faced with several flights
of stairs. If you have the courage
and venture all the way to the top,
you might be able to witness one
of the hardest-working teams on
campus.
Befitting their perch atop the
athletic center, Trinity women's
squash enters the 2005-06 season
on a mission to fulfill their team's
lofty goals. With an experienced
squad, attracting talent from all
over the globe, Head Coach
Wendy Bartlett's Bantams will
attempt to regain their position at
the top of women's intercollegiate
squash.
Winners of the Howe Cup
championship, first in 2002, then
in an undefeated 2003 campaign,
the women have their hands full
against the top Ivy League teams,
including two-time defending
national champion Yale, as well
as the troublesome Princeton
(who Trinity edged twice last
year, 5-4 each time) and Harvard,
ah ever formidable and solid
squad.
The Bantams, who for only
the second time in the new mil-
lennium was not a participant in
the Howe Cup finals last year, hit
the courts with added purpose this
year and began to train with a
return to the championship in
mind.
"We've really been training
hard to become a more physically
dominant team," says Coach
Bartlett, whose regiment for the
team now includes yoga for better
flexibility and balance.
Combining with their physi-
cal preparation is Trinity's unpar-
alleled level of talent. After los-
ing last year's number one player,
Lynn Leong, to graduation, the
depth of the team will get a
chance to shine on a national
stage. The departure of Leong
leaves the top spot on the ladder
open, and the women will benefit
from some internal competition
as five players wiU fight for the
spot: tri-captains Larissa
Stephenson '06, and Maria
Restrepo '08, along with Vaidehi
Reddy '07, Lauren Polonich '08,
and Ashley Clackson '09.
In Clackson, the top junior
player from Canada, Trinity will
hope to have a talented replace-
ment for the three-time Ail-
American Leong, while the rest
of the top five - who are all for-
eign bom - are returning All-
Americans. "We'll miss Lynn,"
says Coach Bartlett. "But it's bal-
anced out: we're more experi-
enced, much better prepared [this
year]."
In the upcoming season, the
see WOMEN'S on page 22
Women's Hockey
Plays for Tourney
JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
"Trinity College Hockey has
had a long history of success in its
time." Until recently, one might
think that the previous statement
might have only applied to
Trinity's Men's team, but that
would be incorrect. Trinity's
Women's team has been climbing
the ranks of the NESCAC during
the three years under Head Coach
Andrew McPhee. Last year, the
Bantams, thanks in large part to a
great stretch of play during the
middle of last season, snuck into
the NESCAC Playoffs as the
number eight
seed. They were,
however, ousted
by Middlebury in
the first round to
, end their season.
Trinity will
hope to build on
last year's 9-13-1
record (4-11-1 in
NESCAC play)
this year. The
biggest differ-
ence between this
year and last year
will be experi-
ence. Last year
the Bantams only
had two seniors
on their roster
and while the
Michelle O'Neil and Libby James
will be missed, a slew of seniors
will be taking their places on the
ice. The team is led by forward
co-captains Jess Keeley '06 and
Tara Borawski '06. Borawski
holds the career records for
Trinity Women's Hockey in both
goals - with 31 - and assists -
with 19.
The Bantams are returning 19
letter winners from last year.
Borawski commented, "We've
been playing together for four
years and we've improved every
see ICE HOCKEY on page 22
Chuck Pi utt
Vaidehi Reddy '07 is the Bantams'probable number one player. I leadership of Women's hockey is going for a number this year.
Bantams Cap Perfect Year by Trouncing Cards
continued from page 24
at defending the pass, so Pitch
threw for over 300 yards," Dubiel
said. "Their pass rush wasn't
great and their secondary couldn't
cover us."
Senior captain Michael Blair
led the defensive attack with six
tackles and a forced fumble.
Outside linebacker Christian
Allen '07 ha9 five tackles and an
interception. The Bantams
racked up four sacks.
"They were a huge passing
team, so we knew we had to put
pressure on them with the pass
rush," senior linebacker Justin
Gonzalez said.
"We knew they couldn't run
on us, and Wesleyan didn't
change their game plan or make
any adjustments. Almost every
play we were blitzing and putting
pressure on the quarterback."
It took the Bantams nine min-
utes and 16 seconds to score, a
six-yard jaunt from Quinones,
that opened the floodgates. One
minute later, after the Cardinals
were stopped on a three-and-out,
Pietrantonio burst through the
line and blocked A. J. Taucher's
Trinity football extended their Div.
unuck rrart
leading 30-game win Streak.
punt, and Helies ran it back for
the touchdown.
On Wesleyan's next posses-
sion, quarterback Zach Librizzi
was sacked by linebacker Joe
Penny '06, but tried to flip the
ball to running back Phil Banks.
The ball was ruled a fumble, and
lineman Jeff Carpenter '08 recov-
ered at the 19-yard line.
The following play,
Schweitzer threw a bullet over the
middle to Olenoski who was wide
open, quickly making the score
21-0.
Wesleyan's only score came
on the next drive, on a four-yard
fade pattern from Zach Canter to
Blake Curry, giving them seven
points.
In the second quarter, Pitcher
kept the drives short and to the
point, completing a 43-yard
touchdown pass to Barnard, then
a 48-yard pass to MacKay, each
touchdown coming oh the first
play of their respective drives.
"It was a play-action pass
play and the comer and safety bit
on the play-action," MacKay
said. "I just took off past the cor-
ner and looked.for the ball. I was
so open I didn't want to drop it."
Pitcher ran in a touchdown of
his own from two yards out with
just under six minutes left in the
second quarter to go up 42-7 at
the half. Wesleyan could not stop
the hemorrhaging, and they
would give up 21 more points in
the second half, making the final
score 63-7.
Chandler Barnard '08 caught a
The victory capped off an
amazing career for this year's
graduating seniors. In their four,-
years here, they compiled a
record of 31 - 1 , an amazing feat.
. "There were a lot of emotions
going into this game. As seniors,
we didn't want to go out losing,"
Gonzalez said. "We wanted to set
an example for the younger guys,
and I think we stood out individu-
ally and as a team."
After the game, Head Coach
Chuck Priore spoke to the entire
team.
"He thanked the seniors for
all the hard work we put in over
the years and that regardless of
the injuries and the great seniors
we lost last year, we were able to
accomplish our goal for the sea-
son: to win the league and go
Chuck Pratt
43-yard touchdown pass.
undefeated," Dubiel said. ..
"What will stay with me the
longest are the guys - particularly
the ones in our class," Coughlin
said.
"Working for so long and so
closely towards a collective goal
fosters a bond that is rarely dupli-
cated. We came from different
backgrounds and different places
... but after our first meeting as
freshman, none of that mattered:
we were teammates. I'll remem-
• ber that bond for the rest of my
life."
Saturday's victory was a deci-
sive way for the seniors to finish
off their careers, something they
will be able to look at for the rest
of their lives, giving them a sense
of pride and accomplishment that
can never be taken away.
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Depth is the Bantams' Best Friend
continued from page 24
The current junior forward class
matured quickly as sophomores and was
counted on heavily in last year's run
through the playoffs. Juniors John
Halverson, Matt Rafuse, Bill Maheras,
Simon Dionne, and Adam Ladd all scored
over 15 points a year ago and look to con-
tinue from their impressive first two years.
Michael Ottariano played extremely well,
scoring eight points in only 12 games last
year.
Sophomore forward Daniel Maturi
flew but of the gates and was the team's
third leading scorer as a freshman, register-
ing 34 points. He is joined in the forward
ranks by fellow sophomores Ross Grubin,
Matthew Cram and Tom Dolan, who all
showed they could hold their own in limit-
ed time.
The defense should be the strong point
of this team, where it returns virtually
every man in the rotation from last year
starting with four, four-year mainstays.
Timmins has averaged a point per game
through his career including 26 from a year
ago and will be on the ice in nearly every
situation.
He will be joined by fellow seniors
Rico Murtha, John Newhall, and Barrett
Wilson-Murphy, all solid defensemen who
have been regular contributors since their
freshman year.
Junior defenseman Greg Camarco
improved mightily as a sophomore, playing
in all 27 games and registering 11 points.
Sophomore Tom Wenstrom, a dynamic
offensive defenseman, will look to improve
on what was an extremely promising rook-
ie campaign, scoring 10 points in 22
games.
The goaltending situation could be the
biggest question mark for the Bantams
heading into the season. Kisielius handled
the bulk of the goaltending work for three
seasons, but leaves two able followers to
take his position. Senior Henry Breslin and
junior Drew Barber are battling for the
spot, with Barber playing in five games a
year ago and Breslin one.
The NESCAC is, year in and year out,
one of the toughest Division-Ill confer-
ences in the country. Bowdoin, who
knocked Trinity out of the NESCAC play-
offs in the semi-finals, returns virtually
intact, while perennial powerhouse and
defending national champion Middlebury
is always a threat.
"Middlebury, Colby, and Bowdoin are
always up there, but after that, the league is
anybody's race. That's what's great about
the NESCAC is that anyone can win every
night," says Finch.
Winning the NESCAC regular season
title and making the NCAA playoffs for the
second time in three years made last year a
great success for the Bantams. But this
year's team has the potential for even bet-
ter things. Says Timmins, "the last couple
of years we got the taste of getting far into
the NCAAs. We know we can play with
anybody and this year we want to prove it
to everyone else."
The Bantams will begin the season
ranked number six in the USCHO.com
national preseason poll and will play their
first game away at Hamilton this coming
Friday.
The men s
Ice Hockey
Building on
Last Year
continued from page 21
year. We have a team dynamic that just
makes it work."
While Borawski and Keeley will be the
team's overall leaders, undoubtedly the
team's production leaders will be two soph-
omores.
All-NESCAC defenseman Alexandra
Schmidt '08 and forward Erin Fitzgerald
were first and second respectively in points
last year - Schmidt had 20 points, 10 goals
and 10 assists while Fitzgerald had 15, five
goals and 10 assists. "It doesn't matter
who puts the puck in the net. We just want
to get it done," Borawski said.
Senior goaltender Courtney Bergh will
also return for her final season in the crease
for Trinity. Bergh played in 18 games last
year, which was her first as the primary net
minder, amassing a record of 5-10-1 and
stopping 89 percent of the shots she faced.
Backing up in net Bergh will be sopho-
mores Helen McCarthy and Allison Parpal
who each gained important experience last
year as freshmen.
The Bantams are prepped and ready to
begin a successful season and the parts are
there to create a winning team and ulti-
mately get a higher seed in the NESCAC
Tournament at the end of the year. "This
team is going places," Borawski stated. '
The Bantams will play their first two
games this weekend on Friday and
Saturday, both against Wesleyan in
Women's Squash Hopes
to Break Ivy Dominance
continued from page 21
Bantams will look qualify for the Howe
Cup Tournament for the 10th consecutive
season. Besides their talent up front, the
team will look to a strong middle lineup
and bottom of the ladder, as players six-
through-nine will help determine Trinity's
overall success in the tournament.
Vying for these positions are tri-captain
Margot Kearney '06, Siobhan Knight '07,
Fernanda Rocha '07, Julia Rosenthal '08,
and Kim Palterman ' 08. "The most impor-
tant thing [this season] is being able to
count on all nine players," says Restrepo,
"specifically six through nine."
Thanks in large part to Palterman, a late
addition to * last year's squad from
Zimbabwe, Coach Bartlett feels she can
count on the bottom third without hesita-
tion. The sophomore's rapid adjustment to
her new cultural surroundings could make
her improved play a major factor for the
Bantams.
In a program known for churning out
All-Americans and National
Championships, the expectations are
inevitably as high as possible for this team.
Coach Bartlett is confident, however. "If
we keep training as hard as we have been,
we'll be very well prepared for the nation-
al championship."
If these words hold true, the Bantams
should have no trouble hauling the Howe
Cup to the heights of Ferris, where their
towering achievements undoubtedly
belong. . . .
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Upcoming Events
Fri, Nov. 18
Men's Basketball vs. Cortland St. (Sponaugle Classic
@ Franklin & Marshall)
Men's Ice Hockey @ Hamilton
Women's Ice Hockey @ Wesleyan
Sat. Nov. 19
Men's Basketball @ Franklin & Marshall (Sponaugle
Classic)
Women's Basketball vs. Mary Washington (Swarthmore
Tipoff)
Wrestling @ Springfield Invitational
Men's Hockey @ Amherst
Women's Hockey © Wesleyan
Sun. Nov. 20
Women's Basketball @ Swarthmore (Swarthmore Tipoff)
Men's & Women's Swimming @ Tufts
Wednesday, 1.1/1-6 at 7:00 pro
Summer Fun with
Overland!
Overland wants you to have fun this summer leading high
school students on hiking, biking, community service, and
foreign language trips throughout the US, Canada, Costa Rica
and Europe. This is fantastic way to refine your leadership
skills, see the sites and earn money in one summer.
Entry-level Financial Planner
Primerica has a great opportunity for an outgoing,
self starter! As a financial rep, you will teach people how
money works and how to manage their finances. They offer
training, licensing and growth opportunities and the freedom
and flexibility to work as much or as little as you want as an
independent business person.
- Priinerica
Bob Benjamin8?!
Interview Workshop
Thursday, November 87
Grand Ballroom; 7:00 pm
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Squash Strives Toward Another Unbeaten Season
continued from page 24
from the Bantams is another steamrolling
performance during the duals matches
throughout the season. Last year, the team
suffered only nine losses out of 153 indi-
vidual matches in duals play. Without last
year's top players to headline their lineup,
the Bantams will likely drop more individ-
ual matches, making play by the rest of the
team that much more important.
Despite these issues, it is far from all
doom and gloom for the team. While it
may hurt to lose some of the nation's top
players, the team returns plenty of addi-
tional talent.
Senior tri-captains Jacques Swanepoel
and Yvain Badan along with juniors Shaun
Johnstone, Eduardo Pereira, and Vora are
all returning from off All-American sea-
sons. Contributions are also expected from
new players, including freshman Gustav
Better, who should start the season in the
top nine. "We have tremendous depth"
said Assaiante, as displayed by the com-
bined career record of 174-22 record that
the projected starters bring to the table.
While nobody will deny the talent of
these players, it is their preparation that
sets the Bantams apart and still leaves them
as the team to beat. Pereira believes that
"what will make the difference this season
is going to be the courage of each player to
fully deliver themselves to the challenge of
stepping up." Said Vora, "even though the
season starts on Nov. 1, we have been train-
ing with the captains and individually
since the beginning of the semester. So
everyone is pretty fit going into season."
Coach Assaiante knows that he needs
to be more than just a traditional coach in
order to help his players maximize their
abilities. "I'm not going to screw with any-
thing. It's my job to challenge guys in prac-
tice." He knows the difficulties that can
come from being young men, as well as
defending champions, and to that end he
keeps pushing them by holding in-team
challenge matches.
At the beginning of the season, he
ranked his entire team, and since then the
teams has held these challenge matches to
directly determine player's ladder spots.
Badan commented that "[the] challenge
matches are almost as hard as the real
games. It is necessary because it makes us
tougher."
"The system is pretty fair, everybody
have the same chances to make their way
up in the ladder.
I think that there will be a lot of com-
petition all over the ladder this year, and I
believe that the biggest competition is
going to be for the bottom spots," said
Pereira. Without a doubt, this is one team
that does not rest on its past accomplish-
ments.
For a team with such fantastic skills
and an intense preparatory and competitive
fire, perhaps the most important factor in
the Bantams' success is the camaraderie
amongst the players.
Said Pereira, "All the guys are very
special, and we know each other very well.
I would say that we are a very close group."
www.trinitysquash.com
Jacques Swanepoel '06 will try and lead Trinity to another undefeated season.
Assaiante stresses the best teams are the
ones that not only get along, but also truly
enjoy spending time together.
"Trinity squash is a great organization
and is like a family," said Johnstone.
The season opens on the road at
Wesleyan on Nov. 30, with the home open-
er the following Saturday against St.
Lawrence. After a break in the schedule for
winter break, the season kicks into high
gear. The highlights of the schedule will
come on Feb. 1 and 4, when the Bantams
get to prove their mettle against rivals
Princeton and Harvard, respectively, at
home. Almost as important will be the
match a week earlier on Jan. 25 when the
Bantams will face off against Yale in. New
Haven.
This is truly an exciting season for the
team. For fans who root for the underdog,
the Bantams are no longer an unbeatable
juggernaut, and there should be many
exciting matches. However, there is no
doubt that the team stacks up against any
and all competition, and another champi-
onship season, which would be number
eight in a row, is firmly within their capa-
ble reach.
However, there is a long road ahead of
the Bantams between now and the Potter
Cup Tournament in mid-February and the
entire Bantam squad realizes that the suc-
cess of the team depends on not only their
own talent, but also the support they
receive from the rest of the Trinity commu-
nity.
As Johnstone puts it, "I just want to say
that Trinity's support of squash is un-
matchable ... we thank the supporters and
hope this will continue, and we look for-
ward to keeping the Bantams on top this
•vear aaain."
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Champs Again! Bants Win Fourth Title
Josh Pitcher '06 had a career day,
BEN LEONG
SPORTS EDITOR
For the Bantams, every day of
practice, every game, is business
as usual. Week in and week out,
they have the preparation and tal-
ent necessary to dominate all
comers. So it came as no surprise
Saturday, that Trinity football
reached several milestones in an
anti-climactic victory over an
overmatched Wesleyan squad,
•63-7.
With the victory, Trinity, the
Chuck Pratt
throwing for four touchdowns.
England, capped off their fourth
consecutive NESCAC title, their
third undefeated season in a row,
and won their Division Ill-lead-
ing 30th consecutive victory.
"I never thought when I came
here we would win 30 games in a
row," wide receiver Dan MacKay
'06 said.
"Being part of the streak
comes second to being a part of
this program," punter Tim
Coughlin '06 said. "While it's
great to have such a successful
stand that our class is a veiy small
piece of a long tradition of foot-
ball excellence. Simply to be a
part of that tradition is the great-
est honor."
"I couldn't have asked for
anything better with my career
here at Trinity," senior captain
and offensive lineman Brian
Dubiel added. "It's been a won-
derful experience and ending my
football life will be bittersweet."
From start to finish, the
Bantams controlled the entire
game, just as they've controlled
the entire NESCAC for the past
four years, scoring this Saturday
on big offensive plays, long, sus-
tained drives, and even special
teams.
With the loss, Wesleyan, who
failed to win a game all season,
drops to 0-8, their first winless
season since 1894.
Senior quarterback Josh
Pitcher, in his last game wearing
the gold and blue, had his best
game as a Bantam, throwing for
306 yards and four touchdowns,
and also ran a touchdown in on
his own.
Trinity held Wesleyan to only
yards rushing, while they racked
up over 571 yards in total offense.
The Bantams threw for 398 yards
and picked up 173 yards on the
ground.
Carlos Baz '07 led the team in
rushing with 52 yards on 11 car-
ries. Juniors Gennaro Leo and
Jordan Quinones each had touch-
down runs and had 46 and 44
yards on the ground, respectively.
Chandler Barnard '08 rushed for
41 yards and caught a 43-yard
touchdown pass.
Chris Olenoski '07 caught
three passes for 56 yards, includ-
ing a 19-yard touchdown from
senior Bill Schweitzer who threw
for 78 yards. Tight end Ben
Willig also caught three passes
and rumbled for 41 yards.
MacKay, Mike Snow '07, and
Nile Lundgren '07 also had
touchdown catches for the
Bantams.
"We knew they were terrible
see BANTS on page 21
Chuck Pratt
Jj«|dCojchChuck Priore speaks to the team after the game.
Hockey: Piling Success on Success
GEOFF SCHNEIDER
SPORTS WRITER
How do you overcome the graduation
of two first-team All-American selections
and improve on the best year in your pro-
gram's history? Simple: rely on the over-
whelming depth your team has returning
for this year.
Joe Ori, last year's captain and leading .
scorer, along with Doug Kisileus, Trinity's
three-year wall in goal, have both graduat-
ed and moved on - Ori is playing profes-
sionally in Germany this year - but Trinity
is looking to not miss a beat:
"Obviously we: lost two of our best
guys, but we feel we can move on. All the
upperclassmen have' been through big
games and our sophomore and freshman
classes are eager to make contributions,
. too," said senior tri-captairi Brendan
Timmins, a preseason first-team. All-
American East selection.
Trinity returns the bulk of their scoring
production from last year and also returns
their top six defensemen. John Dunham,
2004-2005 NESCAC Coach of the Year
and third all-time leader in Division-Ill
coaching wins with 399, welcomes back a
team loaded with experienced seniors and
juniors who are playoff tested - having
made the Division-Ill Frozen Four while
registering a 20-2-2 regular season and at
one point were ranked number two in the
country during last year's season - the best
ranking for the program ever.
This year's team is led by senior tri-
captain Cameron Finch, Richard Masuci,
and Timmins. Finch, second in points last
year behind Ori, led the team in goals and
was a second team all-league selection. He
is also a preseason first team All-America
East selection and will hope to continue
where he left off last year. Masucci record-
ed four points in the first two games of the
season last year before a serious shoulder
injury sidelined him for most of the
derof the season.
"I missed ten weeks last 'year, and I
only played one injury-free week, so I'm
glad to play healthy again and help the
team as much as I can. We're a different
team this year with all the depth we have
which will help us out in our non-NESCAC
schedule and later on in the playoffs," says
Masucci. Another senior forward, Brian
Crabtree emerged last year as a go-to play-
er and can be used in all situations.
•ee DEPTH on]
Chuck Pratt
At one point last year. Trinity ice hockey was ranked number two in the country.
Bantams
For Eight
PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER
It should come as no surprise that the
Men's Squash team is expected to again
finish at the top of their sport this season.
However, below the surface it is clear that
victory this year is far from guaranteed. If
the Bantams are to extend streaks of 125
straight match wins and seven consecutive
Collegiate Squash Association team cham-
pionships, they must overcome a great deal
of difficulty.
While official CSA rankings have yet
to be released, it appears that the team will
secure a 10th straight preseason number
one ranking. However, Head Coach Paul
Assaiante feels that insiders privately rank
Trinity behind Princeton and Harvard.
The reason for this is simple: the
Bantams lost the top two players on their
ladder, while Harvard and Princeton are
especially strong at the top. The losses,
according to junior Sahil Vora, "move the
whole line up two places and makes it
harder."
One thing we might not see this year
see SQUASH on page 23
Get this week's
schedule of games for
your favorite winter
sports on page 22
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